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In Response To Black Manifesto: 

Friends M eet Saturday to Discuss Reparation Payments to Blacks 
By Prof. Frederic Cunningham, .Jr. 

The Philadelphia Ye arly Meeting of the 
Religious society of Friends will meet in a 
special session at Fourth and Arch Streets 
to consider its response to the Black Mani
festo, saturday afternoon, Oct. 11. 

There have been two instances of dis
ruption in the Philadelphia area. In one a 
dozen or so clergymen, all black except 
one, occupied Cookman Methodist Church in 
North Philadelphia and prayed there until 
removed by the police. In the other a young 
black group occupied a building in Chester 
owned by Chester Friends Meeting, which 
had been used by two Quaker-related com
munity projects. With no permanent sol
ution of this situation in sight, this group 
has permission from the Meeting to use the 
building for a year under a new name, the 
Darnley Belgrave Center, while the former 
users are forced to move elsewhere. 

BY now everyone should know what the 
Black Manifesto is. Adopted by the Black 
Economic Development Conference (BEDC) 
last March, it demands on behalf of black 
people that the white churches and syna
gogues pay collectively $500 mill ion (later 
raised to $5 billion) to BEDC as reparations 
for the exploitation past and present 
of blacks by whites, and outlines the ways 
in which the money will be used. The uses 
include a southern-land bank, a TV net 
work, training centers in communication 
skills, and other programs designed to de
velop black economic power · and unity. It 
and the accompanying introduction by James 
Forman are couched in uncompr omising 
revolutionary language, and threaten 
disruption of religious services to compel 
attention to the demands . 

Attention Without Disruption 

The Manifesto is getting attention even 
without disruption. Several churches have 
continuing movements within them l:!ent on 
more radical social involveme'.lt. and these 
have welcomed the Manifesto as a means 
once more to try and rally their congrega
tions. Dealing with the manifesto emerges 
as one more step in a progressive confron-
tation between activist and quietist re ligion. 

Rounding 
Out the 
NEWS 

; Swarthmore Bus 
The Bryn Mawr administration is 

I seriously considering aproposalfor 

I :;~~::,:::.!,~:~:::r~·:~:; 
~;:. the nearby Quaker college . 

The lack of transportation dis
courages most Bryn Mawr students 
from taking cour ses at Swarthmore, 

I :~::::~~~~::,~?!:,~:~.::~:,::: 
1 ~~1~/~~:a:~~s~:en~:d:f C:M~~\f:;~ 
( erford, and Swarthmore meet to dis

cuss mutual interests. 
·•·• According to Mrs. Marshall, 
•f enough money is available to pay 
; for a small bus, and its related 
{ costs. 
') The bus run would take s lightly 
i{ less than half an hour each way. 

~ Foo~~':,.~,~!!~:?v'!,~u,n-
)j) ed to Haverford after a one-year 
/ hiatusa s Mike Humphries an am-

,: ~~u:r!~nit~\~~s ~~f~~~~:~s:~:~= 
; nuts, coffee, hot chOcolate and hot 

. 1._!_. :~~~~;;,¥.;:~F=·~:~!i 
ning tomorrow with the Dickinson 

);: ~:~i~g''~~~~o~:;:i~~ f~Yt~~~ s;:;:i~~ 
iii[. money for the senior class trea
,;:: sury. 

AFSC 
I! Co~~it~~e~;~anan~~~~:~~ ~~~;i~t: 
J too, will participate in the prepar
'•'•• ations and the carrying out of the 

iit ~~to~~~e~b:re~:r~o~;~~~~~~e~~ 
in Washington. 

Bronson Cla rk, executive secre-

(Continued on page 14) 
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Cesar Chavez, leader of the California grape 
pickers' strike that has lasted over four 
years, found time to speak at Haverford 
Tuesday despite severe back pains. Chavez 
was one of the kickoff speakers for 
Haverford's Gandhi Cplloquium (see page 
12). 

Self Gov Advances 
Toward Redefinition 

By Susan Walker 
Hall meetings to discuss the concept of 

self government in light of recently pro
posed revisions of the Self Government 
Associations constitution are presently 
being conducted at Bryn Mawr by Faith 
Greenfield and Joan Briccetti, president 
and acting vice president of the Association 
respectively. 

Need for a general redefinition of self 
government at Bryn Mawr, as well as the 
prospect of the abolition of parietal rules, 
formed the impetus for the proposed re
examination of principles. 

The se!f-Gov exam, usually given to 
freshmen in the fall, was postponed be
C8use, Miss Greenfield explained, "We felt 
that upperclassmen weren't sure whether 
Self-Gov had an active purpose, and we 
didn't want to give the exam to freshmen 
until we thought it out, stimulated deeper 
thinking." She added that the exam, which 

·was 'to have been a discussion between a 
freshman and an upperclassman rather 
than a written test, was not required by 
the constitution, but that she expected to 
have it continued, as a "one-to-one talk." 

(Continu ed on page 7) 

As a Quaker of some six years standing 
I am still surprised to find that Quakers 
are as polarized on these issues as other 
denominations. While we think of Quakers 
as an eccentric and cohesive group of good 
people with an obstinate commitment to 
far-out ideals of Christian behavior, ac
tually we are as varied in our religion as 
other folks. Nay, more. For while at 
one extreme we have some for whom 
Quakerism is just a habitual form of weekly 
worship, we do have at the other extreme 
some extraordinary people, mostly young, 
who live their religion, for whom every 
action is directed towards building event
u al peace on e8rth. Quakers love e ach 
other, want to move each other to action 
together, not just alone. We believe in 
speaking truth to each other, even when 
it hurts, and a meeting does not act with
out unity. You . can imagine the kind of 
drama which may unfold at a Yearly Meet
ing on a controversial issue. 

I cannot in this space debate the com
plex issues surrounding the Black Mani
festo. At most I can indicate which ques-

tions seem to me import8nt for us. What 
is not important is to accept or reject 
the content of the Manifesto itself, or 
its rhetoric. To see in it a valid mes
sage is not to say we would express 
ourselves similarly. It is hard for Qua
kers, for whom non-violence is a SINE 
QUA NON, to associate themselves with 
a group which does not promise non
violence, which rather accepts violence 
as probably inevitable. This difficulty 
largely goes away when we agree to meas
ure non-violence, both in BEDC and in 
Quakers, by deeds and not words. · 

Do Quakers Owe Reparations? 

The main issue is whether Quakers 
owe rep8rations to black people. I think 
we do. The conteqtion here is that whether 
or not we have contributed to the racist 
structures which have exploitedandharmed 
black people, we have involuntarily profited 
from those structures, and some of our ad
vantage rightfully belongs to those dis-

Bryn Mawr Faculty Meeting Votes 
Support for Vietnam Moratorium 

The Bryn Mawr College faculty voted overwhemingly Wednesday night to "support 
in principle the aim'' of the Oct. 15 VIETNAM Moratorium, but voted down another pro
posal to cancel classes on that day. 

Meeting in Taylor Hall at 8 p.m. in what Acting President Dorothy 

Moratorium Schedule 
The following is a schedule of Bryt 

Mawr- Haverford Moratorium week events 
starting Sunday, Oct. 12. 

Sunday: ,Meeting 8 p.m. Erdman 
Monday: All-day vigil begins at Bryn 

-Mawr Draft Board. 
Tuesday: A11-day vigil, big gathering 

in support of vigil at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday: Leafletting 

Noam Chomsky, invitedfor 
9:30 a.m. Roterts 
Panel discussions with 
Haverford professors, 

,Roberts 
Morning panel, 9:30 a. m. 
Sidney Waldman, Political 
science 
Sam Gubens, Economics 
John Spielman, History 
Afternoon 2 p.m. 
Marcel Gutwirth, French 
John Davison, Music 
Charles Stegeman, Fine 
Arts 

Quaker meeting 5 p.m. Cloisters, 
or Erdman if it rains 

Bayard Rustin, 8 p.m. Roberts 
Candlelight march at Bryn Mawr, 

9 p.m. Rhoads, passes all dorms 
Candlelight march at Haverford at 

9:30 after Rustin's speech in Rob
erts . 

After One Year: 

Marshall termed an "amicable and court
eous and good" atmosphere, the faculty 
voted 63 yes, 14 no and 19 abstaining, 
to accept the following resolution: " The 
faculty of Bryn Mawr supports in principle 
the aim of the moratorium of October 15 
to bring an end to the war in Vietnam." 

Mrs. Marshall said she thought the reso
lution indicated that 1'the faculty sym
pathizes very much with the students and 
shares their desire to get an end to the 
Vietnam war as fast as possible.'' 

A faculty member, who called the meet 
ing "a heated session," said the 19 ab
stentions were probably due not so much 
to dissenting political views as to misgivings 
about making political stances in the gen
eral name of the faculty, 

Mrs. Marshall ascribed the defeat of the 
proposal to cancel classes to the faculty's 
desire not to juxtapose the quest for peace 
and an interruption of education. 

She said some faculty members had 
already made commitments for visiting 
lecturers and that a sizeable number of 
students did not want classes cancelled. 
The decision for cancelling classes re
mains up to the individual instructor and 
students in the class. 

The resolution follows similar longer 
ones made at Harvard and Columbia during 

·the past two weeks. The Haverford faculty 
currently has no plans to meet before Oct. 
15, and Haverford College President John 
Coleman declined comm<ent on the Bryn 
Mawr resolution. 

Michael's Resignation Stems From Personal Cooft i ct 
By Dave Clinnin 

On Oct. 13, George Michael, director of 
the trkollege computing center, will be 
officially replaced by Charles J. Springer, a 
systems analyst for the center. Springer 
will be assuming all of Michael's respon
sibilities except the greater part of the 
administrative phase of the job. 

Springer has had no previous adminis
trative experience, but has been described 
by John Chesick, Haverford chemistry pro
fes sor, as "very capable," and as "a man 
who really knows the inner workings of 
~omputers." 

Michael's recently announced resign:;, 

tion came unexpectedly, at the start of the 
second year of the new computing center, 
located in the basement of Hilles Labora
tory. Michael said that his reasons stem
med basically from personal conflict with 
the Computer Committee, a group of rep-

(Continued on page 6) 

Ft. Dix March 
Buses will leave from 30th St. station 

for the march on the Ft. Dix stockade 
at 11 a.m. Sunday. Bus tickets may be 
purchased at the station on Sunday_ 
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Editorials 
What Price Commitment? The Security Mess 

A critical question of institutional commitment has arisen here and elsewhere dur
ing the current debates on student and faculty r esolutions concerning costly 
U, S, commitments in Vietnam and other places . 

Those who consider the proposals adopted by Columbia, Harvard and Bryn Mawr 
a s ineffectual are correct in pointing out that none of these statements binds the var
ious institutions or their constituent groups to a policy of action and commitment_ 

But critics of such institutional propositions, notably Haverford President John 
Coleman, have not yet convincingly shown us why such institutional policy- making 
on a broad and more committed level than we've seen so far should be ruled out. 

To say that colleges have no vital connection to the political and military deba
cles which rot our country, is to deny colleges' educational and social responsibil
ity weapon operators, war scientists and ::-esearchers, military industrialists and, 
more important, ' ' quiet people' 'who perpetuaie the country's overbearing world at
titude. 

The college is, at present, a political sanctuary for those who receive deferments 
from an oppressive draft. The ultimate academic effectiveness of the college is 
being undermined by draft -caused educational interruption and the presence of un
interested students seeking deferments. 

In short, colleges are being directly harmed, academically 2nu economically, in 
terms of construction and lower income personnel needs. 

To maintain that by taking positions on the Vietnam war colleges will set prece
dents which they will be forced to keep on other pressing issues to missing the 
points of one of the fundamental ties between the college and an institutional stand. 

we would not be guilt-ridden to have either Bryn Mawr or Haverford stands on 
any issue where the policies of enlightenment and discriminating thought, basic to 
the philosophy of education, demand that a stand be taken. 

We feel the Vietnam question, one which gravely affects all this country's 
college s, demands an enlightened commitment which the college, and perhaps the 
college alone, can give. 

Remaining quiet is to deny one' of the important qualities of a college education. 
A determination of college positions, one that is committed to action beyond what 

has been said by Harvard, Columbia and Bryn Mawr, should be another educational 
function of the institution, just as the pursuit of non-violent resolution has become 
an educationa1 commitment at bvth schools. 

Befor e John Coleman can dismiss such resolutions he must decide exactly what 
the nature and relevance of Quakerism is at a Quaker college 1l.UCh as Haverford, 
We don't think he has done so. We think the connection between Quaker ethics and 
Haverford' s necessary commitment to these non- violent teachings is strong. 

We think Quaker consensus, rather than making institutional commitment absurd, 
should serve in this area as a mandate for a community meeting at both colleges 
on the issue of institutional commitment. 

We think John Coleman has too quickly dismissed the possibilities of committing 
this institution to furthering the view that violence is disastrous and that institu
tions and policies which breed and perpetuate violence are heinous and ought to 
be changed. 

Instead of dis missing the issue, John Coleman and Dorothy Marshall should ad
dress themselves to perfecting the means of institutional involvement_ They should 
seek ways of direct institutional actioa and they should define for us, especially in 
light of past and future actions in political involvement, just how much they speak 
a s individuals and how much as the president of a college. Current campus feel
ings, Coleman has admitted, certainly make his liberal messages easier to pro
pound. 

We urge both schools, as a first step, to declare themselves sanctuaries for 
military men who no longer wish to kill, for others who do not wish to kill in the 
future and for those who are fighting the draft. Haverford, in particular, where 
the question should come dramatically to light this year, has a r esponsibility to 
consider this and some of the other aforementioned problems in a community meet
ing. 

Haverford and Bryn Mawr should make more of their facitilites available for 
use by non -violent, anti-war and human rights groups . 

For all its fault s, the Bryn Mawr faculty's seemingly meaningless resolution, 
either in the overwhelmingly adopted faculty ver sion or the strongly- supported 
student ver sion, constitutes a solid building block in a path towg. ;d peace. There 
is no mor e important task at hand than for those who approved of the resolution to 
seek out commitment and to make other schools join in their stand. If more in 
stitutions can commit themselves to " trivial statements", to the increasing pace 

The Haverford Security Department is a mess . It is easy to assess blame in the 
situation. One can point to the poor quality of guards in the past two year s and 
say that because of their behavior, word got around that Haverford College ~as a 
soft touch. One can say that William Anderson is incompetent, and that he has little 
if any idea of how to run his department. One can point the finger at Charles Smith 
and John Coleman and the budget makers for not recognizing the needs of the campus. 

But whomever one blames, whomever is accused of overlooking a significant 
problem, one fact s till r emains . The Haverford campus, under the present secur. 
ity setup is unsafe. Girls are accosted. A professor has been held up at knifepoint, 
Faculty wives have been asked not to leave their homes in the Duck Pond area af. ;; 
ter dark unless they are escorted. Even the security guards will not patrol certain {: 
areas of the campus alone after dark. 

Action must be taken now to stop the constant, daily, and in spite of what Ander
son and Bogart say, rising threatto our persons, our buildings, and our possessions. 

Remarks that no money is available fall far short of reason when one considers 
the number of incidents involving girls (six) and the number of car thefts (five) in 
less than a month of school. 

If master keys exist, then locks must be changed or padlocks put up where prac
ticable. If the campus is too dark, then iights must be put up immediately. A well
coordinated plan is needed to light the campus rather than the haphazard "if its 
dark we'll put up some lights sometime' ' approach. 

Anderson must learn, further, that he will not have the r espect of the students 
for long if he continues to conduct his office as he does at present. Committ~es 
on campus publish minutes. Anderson can publish some sort of weekly information 
sheet, listing the numbers and extent of crime committed. If nothing else, such a 
sheet would eliminate the s illy ' 'no significant increase in crime" statement. 

If Anderson's predecessor was incompetent, then Anderson must learn that he 
has inherited a diffi~ult situation. Already there are indications that several as
ministrators and staff members think Anderson to be totally inadequate for his 
job. We don' t want to become invohed in inter-office squabbles. But it is diffi
cult to see how Anderson could do anything with an attitude such as that to work 
against. 

Security is a sor e point in the administration. Almo~t no one will discuss it op
enly. Perhaps we would dowell to establish another committee, or refer the matter 
to the Community Concerns Committee. In any event, as is usually the case at Hav
erford, more communication is needed, between Anderson' s officeand the adminis
tration about budget needs, between Anderson's office and the student body about 
how to deter crime, and to report on existing crime, and between the victimized. 
student and the security office. 

But ·something must be done now . Money must be made available or it must be 
demonstrated that no more money is needed. The campus must be made safer. 
There is simply no good reason why it is not safer. 

Well-Sought Advice 
We are pleased that Haverford has taken the opportunity to consult Ian McHarg, 

world reknowned ecologist, before plunging headlong into any new expansion pro
gram or the donation of any sizable tract of land to the Ardmore Coalition. Mc
Harg's advice, from all reports, is the best that Haverford can be availed of, and 
it is welcome after last year's dorm fiasco, and in light of the current debate over 
the Ardmore Coalition. 

Thank You, Narayan 
For the first month ofthe school year Haverford has been blessed by the presence 

of Narayan Desai, a figure who is by now well known to the Haverford community. 
Tomorrow, however, Desai will be leaving for the West Coast, where he will spend 
several days before returning to his homeland. The s taid yet exuberant Indian leader 
has enthralled a ll who have met him with his wise commentary and subtle wit, 
retaining a quiet charm and pleasant demeaner despite being heartsick over the 
religious riots which have racked India in recent weeks. For what Narayan Desai 
has given us we are deeply grateful, and can only hope that we have given enough of 
ourselves to him in return. 

of the moratorium throughout the months, we will r ealize a powerful force of 
~li~~n~~o~ec~mit~dto~~ping ~~Mss as u~~.to~~inglli~ew~ zysssssssswwswwsssswssmswsswssssss0~~~~~~ 
share our view s yet who are not as well pr otected by the college' s name, and to ·oo .-o·o·o·o·o·.· O··o·oo 

ending the madness which threatens the very few r emaining institutions who can 
train peopl:e and themselves to become part of the solution. 

SeN Gov Redefinition 
The · initiative taken by the Self Gov Exe,;utive Board in proposing a redefini

tion of self government at Br yn Mawr through the r evised foreword to the consti 
tution, and in asking students to be aware of their roles as members of a community 
in pr actice self government, i s appropriate and timely. 

The question of whether or- not -and -if-so- how-to abolish parietal rules, which 
will dominate campus- oriented thinking this year, implies the possibility of Bryn 
Mawr rejecting all ma jor r ules but those which are necessary in order to comply 
with federal or s tate laws: morally-based restriction on students' behavior may 
soon be non existent. 

What Faith Greenfield is asking·, as president of the Self Government Associ 
ation - the s tudent body at Bryn Mawr - - is that students consider their positive 

, r esponsibilities to themselv-es, to each other and to the College community. The 
foreword to the Self Gov constitution has been painstakingly reworded in an effort 
to formalize an explanation of the relationships which make a r eality of the ab
stracts of social and academic honor . 

The difference between destroying rules to prevent the "hypocrisy" of their 
being broken -- in search of the ultimate in "do your own thing" - - and rorKrng 
for common consent to a manner of living which obviates the need for r ules, is 
more than one of semantics. The first effort is self-centered and negative; the 
second is r esponsible and positive, Yet, s~perficially, the r esults would be the 
same -- " no r ules." 

Hopefully, Bryn Mawr students do not want to live superficially. In being asked 
to live thoughtfully, they are being invited to live welL 

Faith Greenfield and the Executive Board have r ecognized and accepted whole
~e~rte~ly their r esponsibility to stimulate student awareness of the challenge of 
h vmg m a non system whose only and vital r equirement is that sustained col 
lect1ve awareness. All that is asked is that people as k each other to accept that 
challenge. 
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\LeM-ers 
Agree More? 

to 

To the EditOr: 

\ 
After long and careful scrutiny and 
'd rable debate over the specific 

cons1 e • , 
. lications of Mrs. Lyman Sp1tzer, Jr. s 
1111p (NEWS Oct 3 ), we would like to 
~tter • • 
r!COrd our position : We could not agree 

with those who could not agree less 
more h ' t t with those opposed to t e appom men 
f Mr Aptheker. 

0 • The Ad Hoc Committee of 
the Opposition to the 
Opposition to the · 
Appointment of Aptheker 
Karl Weaver '72 
Mark Love '72 
Charles Olson Lerche Ill '72 
Jon lves '72 
Owen Trainer '72 
William Levin '72 

1 Mor~torium 0 bjection 
lo !he Ed1tor: . 

AI a college council meeting which I 
;lleolled last week, there were two major 
ject!ons raised to the College' s support

cg 1be october 15th Moratorium. I believe 
eat these objections are vacuous, but 
rtlertheless widely held, and I would there
fore like to address them publicly. 

The tlrst centers on the fact that Bryn 
Mawr as a college " has never taken a 
~and oo a public issue," and therefore 
erold not and should not do so in the 
fu!nre, 1bis argument is closely linked 
lith tbe second objection which in fact 
rerves as a rationale for the fir st - that 
00 ~clsion can be made on support of the 
Moratorium by the College, with respect 
ro a statement or cancellation of classes, 
Ji~oul complete - 100% - agreement on the 
1art of the entire college com munity. To 
!tl without complete consensus, the argu-

1 mt goes, would be to misrepresent 
!Dd impose on the ideas of the disagreeing 
I !!fliP, even if that group constitutes a 
:llllerlcally.insignificant minority. 
T~ first objection that Bryn Mawr has 

tller taken a stand on a public issue 
~ only one version of a familiar ivory 
lorer argument, which holds that the uni
~rsity, as an institution, is somehow 
tot really part of the rest of the society 
ind should not become involved. Rather 

I me university should exist as an arena 
i "tree thought," of neutrality, without 
!rect responsibility for what goes on in 
It wider community. 

The idea that the college takes no stand 
oo public Issues is a myth. By silence it 
b fact acquiesces to what i s happening 
~ the society. In not taking a stand 
~ainst the war, it gives eloquent testimony 
~ ~e fact that It does not object sufficiently 
ro lake extraordinary action. In not object
:!, it aids in allowing the policy to 
ta~ tinue, by mitigating the anti-war 
;ressure precisely as the Nixon Ad
:inistralion would desire. 

Furlher, the college as an institution is 
' Ially linked to, and is itself influenced 
·: ~e society external to it. The alienation 
J stuoonts, the diverting of funds from 
>~olarly research to militar y adventures, 
~ decay and riots in the cities, all of 
ihlch can, at least indirectly be traced 
>~ilic ally to the War in Vietnam, but 
:ore generally to the military priorities 

l f~e North Star: 
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the Editor 
of American society today, affect all in
stitutions of higher learning in a most 
vital way. The university must be able 
to take a stand against policies which are 
harmful to itself as well as to the society 
of which it is a part. 

But, the critics say, the college cannot 
act or take a stand unless there is complete 
consensus within the college community or 
else the rights of the disagreeing minority 
will be abrogated. I was angrily told that 
Bryn Mawr makes decisions by consensus, 
not by what 51% or even 95% of the college 
wishes. 

Upon reflection it is clear that decisions 
are made and carried out at Bryn Mawr
decisions on curricula, on rules, on 
schedules, and even Presidents, without 
100% consensus which of course would be 
impossible to attain on every issue. What 
is requisite for democracy is not complete 
consensus, but rather majority decisions 
with minority rights protected. specifical
ly with respect to the issue of the 
war, the rights of all those people on 
campus who object to the war (and an 
educated guess would be that this group is 
more than 50% of the college community) 
are abrogated by the college's not 
reflecting this view, and failing to talte 
a firm stand against the war. Thus by 
silence Bryn Mawr as an institution at 
once facilitates the government's Vietnam 
policy by helping to understate the op
position to the War, and denies the 
rights of a large section, perhaps a ma
jority, of its own community. 

A referendum on whether the college 
should take a stand against the war, in 
support of the Moratorium, and for the 
reordering of American priorities from 
militarism to social need would be a 
democratic way of determining the opinion of 
the college community. If a majority be
lieves that the college should take 
a stand in opposition to the policy of the 
war, then the argument that •rit has never 
been done before" should be completely ir
relevant. such a referendum would at 
once insure that all points of view get a 
fair hearing, that the majority opinion 
of the college community is not potentially 
stifled by the college's acquiescent 
silence, and that the myth of the college's 
neutrality, or lack of responsibility for 
decisions made in the wider society is 
dispelled. Joan Mandie, g.s. 

Supports Coalition 
To the Editor: 

Recently I attended a meeting where the 
Ardmore Coalition put forth its proposal 
for low cost housing on peripheral Haver · 
ford land. While I was unable to remain 
for the full discussion, I gather from 
reports of this and other such meetings 
among the faculty that there is considera 
ble opposition to the proposal on the gounds 
that (1) it would begin to encroach on the 
park-like beauty and spaciousness now 
available not only to campus res idents 
but to the general community, making 
further encroachments possible or like
ly; (2) it would not really solve the larger 
need for low -cost housing in this area, 
especially for black people; (3) it would 
not have sufficient advantages, if any, to 
the college community, and (4) it would 

(Continued on page 6) 

Coalition Offers College Benefits 
By Prof. Paul Hare 

October 14th the residents of the South 
Ardmore community will lay before Hav
erford College a plan :tor housing and com
munity improvement. They have raised 
the money for this plan from churches, 
synagogues, and other institutions and in
dividuals, including Haverford College. 
They have done this privately because the 
public planning offices had not considered 
their needs. As the initial part of the plan 
they will ask Haverford college for the 
use of several acres of land for coopera
tive housing. 

They will also ask the commissioners of 
Lower Merion Township for the use of the 
air rights over a two acre parking lot 
owned by the township for an apartment 
building. As families from the South Ard
mo:-e community move into these new 
units, their former home sites will become 
available for renovation or to build more 
new housing. Thus through a program of 
renovation and construction the community 
will take on a new :face and a new future. 

In addition to the very real and immediate 
benefits to the College from this act of 
sharing, there are wider implications. we 
can show the way to other colleges and uni
versities who have a Black community 
next door in a similarly deteriorated con
dition. Student revolutionary activity at 
Columbia, University of Pennsylvania, and 
other colleges had made us aware, some
times painfully aware, of the indifference 
the colleges have traditionally shown for 

the housing conditions of their Black neigh
bors. If we act now our example could 
lead many other colleges and communi
ties to greater understanding and 
cooperation. 

Caste and Class 

There is even more symbolism in this 
act. During this week when we are cele
brating the centennial of Gandhi's birth 
one can immediately see the connection 
between the South Ardmore Community's 
request for land and the Bhoodan, or land 
gift, movement in India. In both socie
ties a system of. caste and class has 
developed over the years which results 
in the control of land by a few in the 
upper class and the great need for land in 
the lower classes. 

If Haverford College leases some of 
its land to the south Ardmore community it 
participates in the symbolic "redistribu
tion'' of this basic commodity. Further 
the cooperative activity of community dev
elopment through the Ardmore Coalition 
represents our version of the positive part 
of the Nonviolent Revolution which is being 
carried out in India. In the United States 
nonviolent action is often seen simply as 
a tactic of social protest and not as a part 
of a total program of social action. In 
the past Gandhi and Martin Luther King 
in their turn have represented such move
ments. Now Haverford College has an 
opportunity to play a part in the current 
nonviolent revolution. 

Moratorium Unity Necessary 
By Paul Avsenew 

A prominent member of the Haverford 
College community asked me a few days 
ago what was my opinion about the Mora
torium, and I was surprised to see a sad 
and discouraged expression on his face, 
when I told him that I had nothing to 
do with it, that it was just another trick 
of our government, trying once more to 
brainwash its own people, and that the 
latter will not swallow it this time. 

We separated coldly, and no wonder: 
my friend was speaking about the 
Moratorium on ' 'Business as Usual' , while 
I was irritated by the Moratorium on Dis
sent, which was suggested by the White 
House, proposed by some "conservative" 
congressmen, and advertised by our daily 
press, ever ready to lick the govern
ment's boots. 

To reassure my disappointed friend, I 
must add to my opinion above that the 
word •>Moratorium'' was so shamelessly 
"borrowed' by the servants of the gov
ernment only because of the ever-growing 
dissent of the thinking people of America, 
refusing to accept the half-truths of their 
political leaders and to swallow the lies 
of their government. It was done also be
cause our politicians, who up to the pres
sent time were dismissing the people's 
dissent with their domestic and foreign 
policies as a ridiculous movement of beat
niks, yippies, hippies and good-for
nothings, suddenly realized that they must 
change their tactics, and that the ''old 
tricks'· do not work out any more. 

President Nixon, who made solemn pro
mises during his elections campaign, 
did not bring any changes in our policies, 
did not make any reforms in our society, 
and did not even consult the leaders of 
the opposition. So now, he has to appeal 
for •;unity' ' of our nation in troubles. 

The credibility gap, so disastrous to the 
integrity of our former President, grows 
much wider now, and that is why Nixon 
is asking for a two months moratorium on 
dissent, as if such a short postpone
ment of his responsibility could really help 
to solve the problems of our times. 

His Cabinet members, especially Laird 
and Rogers, have made so many state
ments, which were immediately con
tradicted by their own assistants, or other 
members of the Cabinet, that at the present 
time nobody takes them seriously, even 
the puppet governments of Korea,Vietnam, 
Brazil, etc. 

The majority of our Congressmen are 
still closing their eyes on the nation's 
problems, still trying to please the govern
ment, and still voting in compliance with 
desires of the particular groups of our 
nation, and not with the nation itself. But 
this majority is getting smaller every 
time, and that is why the infamous legis
lation on the ABM passed with one vote 
only. 

our Pentagon generals who used to 
make such beautiful speeches about victory 
in Vietnam at the end of each year, feel 
so frustrated now, that they rush the con
gress for appropriations of money to as 
many military projects as possible. And 
if they speak, it is in private, in closed 
circles, and their speeches are about the 
possibility of the 1972 elections being not 
held. 

so, let us make our Moratorium even 
more successful by our unity: the patriots 
and the liberals together. And not only "on 
business as usual' , but mostly on every 
thing that is ignorant, corrupt and dishonest 
in our Government and among its servants. 

Anti-Communism Masks Attack On Progressives 
By Mindy Thompson 

Joo McCarthy rode to power on the hy
~rra ot anti-com munism which crippled 
~ ~nited States in the 1950's. It destroyed 
~:oact left_ that had arisen around peace, 

h anct CIVil rights struggles. Gradually 
:om~ve crept up from that period of ig
<st Y to fre_er discussion, debate and pro
:;~ and nationwide struggles for change. 
''lin Mr. Nixon and his cronies want to 
; ~1 out the seeds of discontent, stomp 
,;00 ack movements, shut -up the labor 
~ s. split the peace forces Destroy 
"sent dis • ;'<llle' courage free thought and mold 
. dumb into one dumb exploited toiling mass 

and deafr 
And • 

~ends these men, this Mr. Nixon and his 
•oman '~ave Sa.Jd to a beautiful young black 
•a C at she may not teach because she 
~~:murust. Angela Davis is 25. She 

from Brandeis, Phi Beta Kappa, 

and received her doctorate from University 
of california at san Diego, where she stud
ied with Marcuse. She is qualified to teach 
at any university. 

And she was fired not because she wasn' t 
qualified but because of her political views. 
Not her degrees but her thoughts were 
unsatisfactory. For centuries whites have 
claimed that black people could get jobs 
if only they had the preparation. Well, now 
that black people have the preparation there 
is another qualification -- they have to 
think what the boss wants. But if this 
repression is allowed, if blac~ people are 
not free to think, and to d1ssent, then 
neither are whites, for the freedom of one 
race is interwoven with the freedom of the 
other. 

But my anger at Nixon, Re agan and c o. 
is melted bythewarmresponseofthepeople 

d Angela navis. After she lost her 
aroun 1 th black 
job she found supportfrom not on Y e 

students, but also from the white students, 
from her department and from the faculty 
as a whole. The faculty voted 553 to 13 
to re scind an old rule forbidding com
munists to teach. And they voted 539 
to 27 (figures approximate) to rebuke the 
Board of Regents for saying that she could 
not te ach. 

Before such a show of unaminity the 
Board of Regents said that she could teach 
but there would be no credit given for her 
course until a decision was made by afaculty 
committee on her case. Despite that, 2000 
people turned out to say NO to red-baiting, 
to s ay NO to racism and to say YES 
to Angela Davis and her right to teach. 
And what did she teach? -- she told them 
about Frederick Douglass, one of the great
est revolutionaries in the history of the 
world. (Teach on, sister.) 

(Continued on page 15) 

moratorium on wednesday 

the face of peace is a mask 
where time has etched in blood 
the tautology of idealism. 
i do not know 
i do not understand 
why search for unity 
brings dissonance in method. 
the radicals of peace must originate in the 

people 
yet paradoxes of incoherent demands 
make tranquility a prism for black light 
through the errors of perception 
through the images of violence 
behind the mask remains a promise: 
build 
work for peace on october 15 

putting aside business as usual, 
applebee 
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Communications Gap, Ignora nce, 
By Dave Espo 

Vandalism at Haverford takes many 
forms. 

Bryn Mawr students are accosted in day 
light hours on the main Haverford campus. 
A professor and students are robbed, some
times at knifepoint, near the duck pond at 
night. Athletic equipment is destroyed 
while out on the playing fields. The field 
house is broken into and bags of practice 
basketballs are stolen. Five cars are 
stolen in the first three weeks of school. 
security men, as a result of nightime mar-

. auders, are afraid to patrol certain areas of 
the campus alone at night. 

Women living in the College Lane area 
are asked by college officials not to leave 
their houses unescorted after dark, Hav
erford's exchange students from Bryn 
Mawr and other colleges are gathered to · 
gether by William Anderson, and told that 
a problem exists on the campus, and that 
it is unwise for them to venture out alor\e 
at night other than in the inner campus. 

Record players, tape recorders, type
writers, wallets, and watches are pilfer
ed from rooms with monotonous consis
tency, Screens in Lloyd Hall are cut 
with wire cutters to facilitate entry. The 
book store supply room is broken into, 
and eight of the 12 hinges on the main 
doors are removed. 

Master Keys Abound 

Officials involved admit that there is 
nothing they can do except ask students 
to lock their rooms. Several people in 
the administration also admit that mas
ter keys abound, and are in the posses
sion of people "who shouldn't have them.' ' 

Administration members say that there 
is no communication between the security 
office and the student body, and frequently 
between other administration offices. While 
everyone says that the situation is no 
worse than it has been in the past, one 
member of the administration says of 
the duck pond area, "I wouldn't want to 
live there." 

The College· asks for a black security 
guard to be placed at the duck oond ax.e_~ 

even though a NEWS reporter is told, "The 

"We've had a decrease in vandalism in the 
fiaid house parking lot ... 

- William Anderson 

problem isn't blacks. It isn't whites. It's 
people." 

The people who worked on the security 
staff last year, who were fired, are des
cribed as "lunkheads," "people who pre
fer the sitting to the standing position," 
and1"bot the brightest men in the world.'' 

A report is issued in the spring by a 
campus committee, and everyone from the 
chief of security to the student who has 
just had hi s car stolen has ideas about how 
to combat the problem of crime, while the 
report is not thoroughly considered. Yet 
the situation remains basically the same, 
everyone says there has been no signifi
cant crime rate increase over the past 
twelve months, yet the security department 
has not, until the present, kept any kind of 
running statistics. 

Situat•on a Mess 

Everyone involved admits, on or off the 
record, that the situation is a mess. Every
one blames someone else. Quietly, sublty, 
without rancor, without hope of resolution. 

In one way or another, the administration 
people involved in security at Haverford 
agree that there is no significant increase in 
vandalism this year over last. Everyone will 
admit, however, that no statistical evidence 
exists that could either prove or disprove 
any theory about the crime rate. In short, 
the security department, as of this writing 
does not keep statistics of any kind, except 
for daily reports filed by security guards at 
the end of their shift. 

--Ph o t o by T. Robbie Anderson 

Students Pober. Grimmelman, Craig, and Benke are taking no chances, having installed their own personal security system. .. 
Chief of security William Anderson to effect security, the place would look like 

reports in spite of the existing lack of evi . Fort Myers' parade ground on a Sunday 
dence, that "we have had a decrease in van- afternoon." 

Everyone agrees that the security staff 
is undermanned, but nobody sees any im· 
provement in the offing. 

dalism in the field house parking lot.'' An- In S t b fl t h d e 
derson says, however, that a good deal of " d epTehm er 0 ast yetartwe da s Nven 

Dean Lyons says that the only way to 
cover the campus with tight security is to 
put a fence up with guards at each access, 
When' the idea of a fence was brought up 

h . . guar s. e men wen ou a ran om. o-
t eft 1s kept qtnet, for some reason, by the od . h f hift It t ·n 
students. In spite of widespread rumors b Y was m c arge o s s. was aci Y 
of vandalism this summer in the storage assumed that th~ man wh~ 1had been around 
areas in the various dorms, Anderson says, the longest was m charge. 

'' There' s practically no theft reported. If The first thing Anderson did when he as
there was it was generalized. Two tape re- sumed his job was to revamp the personnel. 
corders are all that have been reported as 

last spring concerning the parkinglot, hllf· 
ever, there was a feeling of oppositioo on 
campus. 

Anderson would like to see, at the min
imum, an additional guard added to each 
shift at all times. "Some of my men won't 
walk alone in certain a r eas of the campus, 
With two men in the lot, one man on College 
Lane, and a total shift of only four men, 
there are places that can' t be covered, We 
know they're not oat r olled. " 

He kept only three of the seven men who had 
missing from the summer months." " . 

superintendent of Buildings and Grounds been on the force. When I h1r~ a man, I 
El B t f 1 th t th h be want a man who can deal well w1th people, mer ogar ee s a ere as en nc . . . . 
increase in crime this year over la t "I with the commumty as 1t exists. This way 
don't feel that there's been any sign~ficant we get more sophistication." 
increase. Last year we had a wave of van .. Eight Hour Shifts 
dalism in the field house parking lot at this 
time of the year. It tapered off in mid-Oc
tober. It looks like we've gotthe same thing 
this year, but of course it is too early to 
tell." 

Crime Rate Stable? 

A security guard, who asked not to be iden 
tified, agreed, saying, "We had the same 
thing last fall, then it calmed down." Dean 
,Jems Lyons and Charles Smith also agree 
that the crime rate on campus is stable. 
Though Lyons gets no reports form secur
ity, he said, 1 '1 think its probably no worse 
than in recent years." 

Smith noted, ''It's difficult for me to an
swer. There've been more incidents re
ported. That doesn' t mean more vandal 
ism.' ' 

Dana Swan, director of athletics, differs 
in his own conclusions. Over the past two 
years, the athletic department has been 
increasingly hard-hit by vandals. "My 
first year here I don't think we lost $50 
of eqtiipment. Last year we lost thousands 
of dollars worth. The football tackling dum
mies were slashed, and basketballs were 
stolen in great number." 

Young Concept 

Whatever the conclusions are about the 
rate of vandalism, everybody involved 
agrees that the security department is not 
equipped to do its job properly, and prob 
ably won't be for quite some time. 

Dean Lyons noted, ''the security guard 
concept is young. It wasn't until two years 
ago that the men had uniforms. Until then 
the men were night watchmen. The pres 
ence of a security officer in uniform serves 
as a deterrent. Nobody was naive enough 
to believe that it would be fully successful 
in terms of prevention." 

Anderson concurs, "The great thing in 
college security is that the optimum guard 
force is really below the efficiency point. 
If you had the number of guards necessary 

For the present, the security men work 
eight hour shifts, explained Anderson, One 
man is assigned to the parking lot at all 
times. The other man is to patrol the entire 
remainder of the campus. In addition, 
another man has been hired to stay in the 
fi eld house parking lot from 2 p.m. until 
2 a. m. (When asked how the times were 
decided on, Anderson said, "Beats th~ hell 
out of me.") In addition, another man is 
hired to patrol the area near the duck pond 
and College Lane from 5 p.m. until mid 
night. 

More Money = More Men 

Those involved agree that the only rea· 
son for not hiring a bigger staff is the lack 
of money. " If we had more money we wouid 
have had mor e men. We don't need to get 
into other reasons," said Smith. 

111 doubt we' ll get more men" , agreed 
Bogart. 1 ' The major reason is the money. 
No other objections have been raised." 

Anderson says that his staffi s hopelessly 
overwhel med. " Our main responsibility 
is to the 25 buildings out there, keeping 

Anderson Letter 
Th e folio wing is a letter sent by William Anderson, now head of the 

Security Department, to the NEWS. The letter was dated May 6, 1969. 

To the Editor: 
I would like to second Mr. ScoWs concern with secur ity at Haverford. 
The unfortunate incidents cited therein are not the problem; they are onlY 

symptomatic of the bigger problem - what do we mean by security? A large 
armed group enforcing the law or a concerned group exercising a code of rules 
among themselves ? 

In either case a sacrifice is required. In the firs t instance an outlay of money 
for services performed. The second and, in my opinion, the more beneficial 
in the long run, necessitates surrender of individual freedom in the interest al 
strong inter-personal relations within the group. And in this case it should be 
understood that effective group spirit need not me an an invasion of privacy. 

There i s however, no question about the fact that the mor e we extend our hand al 
friendship to those around us, the more we must help ourselves and our friends 
by eliminating temptation and provocation. 

What I have in mind is no complex form of social s tructure, but r ather a bit 00 

advance planning and consideration. As an example, to force entry or knock a 
door down (in a public building) to pick up your own pr operty also exposes other 
contents in the same area to theft or dam::~ge. The same can r esult when those with 
keys open a locked door and fail to secure it again. 

While the problems we have faced are real ones let' s realize that we must 
either accept personal responsibility or surrender ~orne of the many benefits 
offere? by the College in order to generate sufficient funds to employ an adequate 
secunty force. 

Faced with such alternatives - and we are faced with such alternatives, I firmlY 
believe that group self-help is the viable answer to campus security. Therefore, 
let us develop a workable, positive program, not construct negative prohibitions. 

William D. Anderson 
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,JAark Campus Security 
humorous but still tried to impress the 
problem on us ." 

The Friday before school opened Miss. 
L . ' t ' ew1s ypewriter was stolen. She said 
"There was no screen in the window and 

' someone forced their way in, We reported 
the theft to the security guard, and also that 
we needed a screen in my bedroom. It took 
a week to get the screen,'' 

"I don't feel there's been any significant 
.,. lin crime)." 

-Elmer Bogart y 

!*~! secure. We can't deal with vandalis m 
Ws reported to us. One of our great 

!4 proiiems is that people won' t r eport to 

~·" "IPS takes his conclusions. " To the ex -li!itllll lbere's a tendency.towithhold fa~ts 
ldll students and security, we're domg 

· beeause.we don't want to alarm people. 
!lie we ought to take another look at the 

rd:lem, 'Jbere's the tendency on the _?art 
j 5118 to tear panic-stricken ways. But 
1!fR C8D deal with it. Vandalism has in
~- over the last three or four years. 
il! edlege is making an honest attempt to -e the problem, based on the last 
lro,.rs.11 • 
"it bave an antique sense of secunty. 

ill world today is one where you don't 
nli all1le and feel secure. Here or any-
1~rt," be concluded. 

.l!ilerson apparently agrees, and has tak
s s~e~>s to Instill that impression on the 
¢exchange students. 

Typewriter Stolen 

1111 Lewis, a transfer from Smith, re
;ats tbat Anderson had given all the girls 
il!Ciore, "He said not to walk alone along 
flltm Road or College Lane or you'll get 
. ped.'' He told me to be sure t o keep 
. suttelockedandour roomlocked. Things 
•~ reen stolen before he said. He also 
~ us that we have a pr oblem that people 
r] cccne In and say they want to go to the 
:iroom. We were told we should r eport 
·:~. Anderson told us we s hould have a 
:l:te free at all times for security. As I 
,;tall, he seemed to think it was kind of 

"Increasingly hard hit by vandals." 
-Dana Swan 

During the week Miss Lewis reports, "I 
went down to the office twice or three times, 
and a guard came up here twice . But in any 
event, I was told that nothing could be done 
about the typewriter.'' 

Curtis Wright, who lived on campus this 
summer reported that there was substan
tial vandalism in Barclay. Lyons agreed 
that there was some "systematic thievery 
of the guys in Barclay. Security is con
cerned", he continued ~<since the person 
was a college employee whom none sus
pected ." 

Anderson views the summer different 
l y. ''There was practically no theft re
ported. If there was, it was generalized. 
Only two tape r ecorders were reported 
s tolen during the summer." 

I 

Into Locked Rooms 

Wright said that someone consistently 
went through Barclay. "He had a master 
key, appar ently, because he got into rooms 
that were e ithe r occupied or locked all 
night. He was never caught." 

Dana Swan agrees that there are an a bun
dance of master keys on campus, many of 

them unauthorized. " My keys were stolen 
in August, " he said, ''and it§ very easy 
to have copies made." We' re being hit 
mostly during the daylight hours by sneak 
thieves. Saturday (two weeks ago) some
one rifled four lockers during the soccer 

game. We're convinced that master keys 
are around. We've asked that the ~eys be 
changed, We can't just leave things opened 
in an unsupervised way.' 

Fear a Constant Factor 

Swan agreed with Anderson on one point, 
saying, that the campus isn't entirely safe. 
"We(his famil:>;}had a chance to move here 
before, and one of the reasons we decided 
not to is that we didn't want our three little 
girls down here where something might 
happen. You can't live in fear." 

For the girls on campus, however, fear 

"I 
recent years." 

-Dean Lyons 

is a constant factor in their lives. Six girls 
have been bothered by males this year, 
including one girl who was approached at 
noon behind Founder's Annex, 

Anderson says outright, "I don't think 
I have the men, or that they are properly 
placed to protect these women.'' 

Just as the administration is confused 
about what to do, the students are exas
perated by the ineffectual attempts to deal 
with the problem. 

One student said, "I don't think we're 
properly patrolled. It seems to me they 
spend money on the Pentagon and charge 
$20 for auto registration. And they've still 

0.....~ head . · 1 h 'l Security Chief William Anderson uses phone following weekend caper. 
~. of Haverford's Bookstore, s1ts pens1ve Y w I e 

Problems 
had five cars stolen. If the cost is for ad
ded security we haven't had any, But it an 
noys the hell out of me. Especially the thing 
with the transmission being stripped out of 
the car. That takes a lot of time to do." 

Several_ men, inclmJing students and ad
ministration seem to feel that one way to 
combat the problem in part, at least, is to 
publish a weekly report in the security of~ 
fice, spelling out what crimes have been 
committed. This could eliminate rumor. 
So far nothing has been done. 

The Problem Continues 

The problem continues, Everyone says 
that little c;an be done until more money is 
spent on security. And everyone admits 
that there is no more money in sight. Con
fusion abounds. - There is a lack of confi
dence in the security department, both on 
the part of students and other members of 
the community. There is little communica
tion. No accurate statistics exist. 

When asked how many times he had called 
the police after the first three weeks of 
school, Anderson said he wasn't sure, but 
that he called them ''about once every two · 
weeks.· 

Yet in spite of all this, in spite of the lack 
of confidence, the lack of statistical evi
dence. the lack of communication with the 

"' "There have been more incidents reported . 
That doesn't mean more vandalism." 

- Charles Smith 

security department, everyone stands firm 
in the belief that "there has been no signifi
cant increase in vandalism at Haverford this 
year over last." 

.. 
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Symbolism-of-Light: 

Official Red-Light District Opened 
By Loraine Madway 

The glory and fame of Bryn Mawr College's Lantern Night have been extolled by count 
less many who have become entranced with the splendor of the experience itself as well 
as by the whole symbolism --of -light-factor underlying this event. To desecrate either the 
experience or its ritualistic significance would be not just petty, but obnoxious as well. 
Nevertheless, the attitude of those participating in the affair is an intrinsic part of the 
ceremony -· a part which is probably not evident to spectators -- and cannot then be 
neatly isolated into a realm apart from the physical action of the event. Futhermore, the 

Bryn Mawr's Andy Bartels, a "first-year 
man" at BMC this semester, found that the 
Lantern night parade last Friday night 
titillated his fancy. 

Michael: 
(Continued from page 1) 

resentatives from each of the three col-
leges-Haverford, Bryn Mawr, and SWarth
more-which supervises the computing ser-
vice. 

Michael came to Haverford last year 
from Lawrence Radiation Laboratories at 
Livermore, California, one of the largest 
research centers in the West). He was in 
the impressive growth and development of. 
the computer center, despite the restri
tions he felt weFe placed upon him by the 
Computer Committee and budget limita
tions. 

Computer Differences 

Michael said that differences first arose 
between the Committee and him during the 
summer of 1968, when the committee was 
deliberating on the type of computer which 
would best serve the college community 
while remaining within the limitations 
placed upon its cost by .the budget. Mi
chael felt that a computer specifically de
signed for time-sharing, such as the PDP-
10, developed by the Digital Equipment 
Corporati"on, would be more efficient and 
much easier to install than the IBM 360/ 
44 then being considered by the Committee. 
Because of reasons which, he said, includ
ed Bryn Mawr's request to have 11 quiet 
computer terminals" and a feeling of ob
ligation to honor an ''unspoken" commit
ment to the IBM company, Michael's sug
gestions were rejected, and the 360/44 
was purchased. Michael calls it ''a big 
mistake," stating, "The basic problem 
is that I don't believe in this thing." 

IBM technicians are still in the process 
of equipping the Bryn Mawr and SWarth
more campuses with computer terminals. 
IBM has set Dec. 31 as the deadline for 
the completion of the contracted work, af
ter which time all extra work will have 
to be paid for. The full burden of coord
inating the installation under the deadline 
pressue has now been placed on Springer. 
Michael stated that if his system had been 
adopted, terminal installations would have 
been completed and operating by now - all 
at the same expense or less than what the 
360/ 44 is costing. 

In addition to the specific conflicts w~tg 
the Committee, Michael said that he never 
had a forum for discussing with officials 
the problems he encountered in his job. 
"Not until very recently were channels of 
communication opened," admitted John 
Chesick, one of Haverford's Committee 
representatives. 

Michael will leave for California in No
vember. 

CREATIVE FRAMING 
28 E. lancaster Ave. 
Ardmore, Pa. 19003 

Between Rittenhouse & Cricket Aves. 
Custom Framing - Reproductions 

whole Lantern Night thing is an activity 
designed primarily for those actively par
ticipating rather than those passively ob
serving, and like similarly designed activ
ities (e.g. war, sexual intercourse, eating 
and saluting the flag), it reflects through 
external means the internal images of the 
event as they have been conceived by the 
individual participants. 

Thus, all the rather platitudinous rhe
toric of the preceding paragraph suggests 
(for those of you who are still awake and 
following) that despite the momentary elec
tricity of the evening, its melodrama was 
rather ironic in light of the general apathy 
and cynicism which prevailed prior to 
Friday night's realization that a new set 
of standard· bearers -- or, rather, lan
tern-carriers - were to undergo formal 
induction that evening. 

Let it be stated unequivocally at this 
time that this article is in no way sug
gesting a change in Lantern Night procedure, 
nor in the attitudes of those participating; 
the former possibility is absurp and the 
latter one is something that cannot be col
lectively dictated, but, rather, is individ- · 
ually generated by those taking part. 

Then what the hell is the point or points 
of this dissertation, anyway? (Since the 
preceding question is obviously rhetorical, 
there is no implicit urgency to answer it 

. directly, although doing so might prove 
to be interesting, if not informative.) Per
haps the most visible and immediate ef
fect of last Friday's ceremony will be to en
hance the degree of ''community aware
ness" through the presenc~ of an offi. 
cially -recognized red-light district conven
iently interspersed throughout the campus. 

Self Gov 
(Continued from page 1) 

Tne prospect of abolition of parietals, 
which the petition circulated by Jane Dahl
gren introduces, as well as the immediate 
reality of men living in Radnor are spec
ific issues which, Miss Greenfield said, 
make a clarification of the principles of . 
self government at Bryn Mawr essential. 

"The spirit seems to be," she said, 
"that rules don't define the sense of com
munity. Self-Gov is having trouble know
ing its role as spokesman of the communi
ty because there is no clear statement in 
the constitution now of the spirit of com
munity that people must respond to if they're 
going to live without rules.·~ 

A new foreward to the constitution, draf
ted by members of the Executive Board and 
which is being presented to students at the 
hPll meetings, stresses the importance of 
each individual's sense of responsibility to 
the community in effecting self government 
at the College. 

The foreword replaces the word "rule" 
with •tresolution," "obey' with "share 
responsibility," ''offences•• with "mis
understandings." "They are all words," 
Miss Briccetti explained, "Which imply 
thinking.'' 

Adoption of this new statement of the 
meaning of Bryn Mawr's Self Government 
Association will require a vote of Legisla
ture, which is expected to be convened this 
year to vote on the proposal to abolishpari
etals. Miss Dahlgren's petition has been 
signed by over 330 students, well over the 
80 needed to comply with the regulations re
quiring the signatures of one-tenth of the 
student body before a petition may be sub
mitted to Legislature. 

A . clause requiring the presentation of 
petitions by the former at hall meetings 
before they are circulated for signatures, 
a revision of the Self-Gov exam and a re
phrasing and clarification of passages by 
the Executive Board--the president, vice 
president, secretary and first senior to 
Self-Gov-- and discussed at the hall meet-
ings. 

THE COOP 
Now Open Sunday Evenings 

6:30- 10:00 

Letters 
(Continued from page 3) 

be difficult to work out in terms of re
quirements for both residents and type 
of facilities (i.e. how to maintain inte
gration, how to prevent overcrowding, how 
to restrict to local residents, etc.) 

As a supporter of the proposal I would 
like to give my own reactions to these 
objections, and to what seem to be some 
of the underlying attitudes. (1) The 
specific areas under discussion (yards be
hind College Lane, northeast wooded cor
ner beyond nature trail, and unused area 
between Haverford Rd. and P and W 
Railroad) are indeed peripheral to the 
campus, being barely used or visible, 
and their use for needed low cost housing 
would hardly affect campus aesthetics. 

Speaking for our family, who would be 
·more affected than most (our backyard 
is central in the proposed A and B areas), 
I do not believe that we, or most of the 
people along College Lane, use these large 
lots sufficiently to justify our holding on to 
them when land and housing are needed. 
It is possible, of course, that the fulfill 
ment of these plans would then lead 
to further demands on campus territory 
as the population needs increase. This 
is a problem that must be met both by and 
for the larger community when it arises. 
Possibly better alternatives might then be 
found, or pressures will decrease if more 
low- cost housing becomes generally a vail
able, if discriminatory practices end, if 
jobs and incomes increase. But we must . 
not fool ourselves: these things may 
not occur, or occur fast enough, and 
Haverford's green oasis may be under 
further pressure -- as will be all the 
"haves" in a largely "have --not" world. It 
will then be up to us to see what further 
steps may be necessary, what further al
ternatives may exist (or that we have 
helped create), and what the real alterna
tives are for us in, trying to cling to an 
oasis in the midst of a teeming world. 
The burden of trying to help create alter
natives, and to get people to value and 
use wisely the natural (or other) facilities 
of the campus, is largely up to us. If 
we don't succeed, we too must share the 
brunt of the pressures, and make 
some further changes in our comfortable 
lives. 

(2) Of course a dozen or two low-cost 
housing units are not going to solve the 
problems of this· or any other pressured 
area. Nor will it eliminate the inherited 
racist status quo and the pressures that 
increase the more we stand stilL But 
it may help a little. In addition, it is 
a concrete proposal from some articulate 
members of the black community, not 
a theoretical one that white members of 
the college commlUlity think might be good 
for the black co'mmunity. Of course lots 
of other things can be done to ease or 
change the situation for the poor and the 
black people of this country, and many of 
us have been working at it. But this plan 
is here and now, and does not preclude 
(or may facilitate) our doing everything 
else we can think of to eliminate the great 
disparities that exist, starting at our own 
doorstep. A hearty (and well-planned) 
small effort is better than none. 

(3) If faculty families have to be. sold 
on this in terms of what's in it for them, 
they may as well forget it (or sit back and 
w_ait for the revolution). One can argue, 
Tightly, that any effort anyone can make 
toward eliminating poverty and racism is 
a b~nefit to all. Or, also rightly, that 
gettmg off someone' s back is as much a 
favor to the oppressorastotheoppressed. 
One can also argue, unfortunately, that if 
we don't do something now, the situation 
will be more threatening and more explo
sive later. But if such selling points are 
needed to move white intellectuals in this 
small battle, the war is pretty well lost-
as it may be anyway. This tiny gesture 
gives no guarantees for the preservation 
of lives ·or fortunes; at the most it may 
save a piece of soul. 

(4) This is the most practical problem 
raised, but, not insurmountable. If those 
proposing the plan want to meet the real 
problems of our society even in micro
cos~, then the housing should be (a) 
available to lower income families 
wh~ther on or off campus (perhaps som; 
minimum and maximum, depending on the 
need, being set up for the percentage of 
college use); (b) some meaningful degree 
of contr~l by resident families (possibly 
cooperative ownership). Racial inte
gration within the housing units may or 
m.ay not occur; very probably it would 
With the predominantly white character 
of Haverford's faculty and the predomin-
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antly black composition of Ardm~ 
lower-income population. But this . 
b t . .t IS a onus, no a prerequ1si e, and in any 
the immediate neighborhoods on both cadse s1 es 
present ampl.e opportunity for whate 
friendships residents maywanttodevelver 

Two- to fo_ur-family houses, or apa~: 
ment complexes, with ample play a . . reas 
could well uhhze the marginal areas 
that Haverford has available, could help 
bridge the gaps between campus andcom. 
munity, lower and middle income grou 
blacks and whites, even young and oldpi 
some units were available to student 
co-ops or couples and. to old people 
as well as to young marneds, Living to
gether doesn't necessarily make peopl 
friendlier, but having common concerne 
and interests does make individuals an~ 
relationships more real, more suscep. 
tible to mutual understanding, And tl 
disparities and animosities still exist they 
will at least not be hidden away ~hind 
barbed wire fences. 

Ann Davidon 

H Bryn Mawr Tripe" 
To the Editor: 

~he Oct. 3 letter of Sandy Baum 
Elame Svensson and Bobbi Kates conce : 
ing parietals is a piece of typically B~ 
Mawr tripe. Not only does it subject 
us to faulty reasoning, 1t tries to bra,v. 
beat us into submission with those 
sacred catchwords "individual'• or "in
dividuality" (three times), "hypocrisy
and, ah yes, "discretion." 

The letter suggests that "social honor 
should be a matter of personal discrettoo, 
just as our academic concerns are.'' 
Even when we neglect the fact that "dis
cretion" at Bryn Mawr has come 
to mean ''the ability to do what you want 
and yet avoid a hassle," discretion at 
its best is a highly pragmatic ~ty, 
Saying that our Academic Honor System 
is based on discretion is equivalent to 
saying its theme is " honesty is the best 
policy." It does NOT imply "honesty is 
the best policy;" rather, it implies that 
dishonesty is wrong--and states ex
plicitly what is considered dishooesty. 

It is quite understandable that oor 
social honor code is less well-defined 
and thus allows more leeway in decJdiDt 
what is right and wrong. But Itt us 
recognize that there is a consensus coo. 
cerning the Academic Honor System 
which does not exist for the Social Honor 
System. As a result, the nature of~ 
two is quite different. To my mind, "dis· 
cretion' ' is not an appropriate term 
for describing the essence of the Academic 
Honor Code, 

More insulting than this careless in
terpretation of the Honor Code, how· 
ever, is the letter's implication that 
those who do not wish to see parietals 
changed are voting for hypocrisy. Perhaps 
these people· are expressing jealousy or 
prudery (ex. ''I don't want to see X's 
boyfriend parading past my door at two") 
or perhaps modesty (ex. "Pd rather 
not be seen in my nightgown, thank you"), 
but it IS possible that the present rules 
DO jive with the social lives of a number 
of Bryn Mawr girls. PEirhaps some 
even want to "legislate morality" (as 
the academic honor system is allowed 
to do), and for them, too, the rules are 
not hypocritical. 

A canvass of just how many of these 
people there are at Bryn Mawr, as Jane 
Dahlgren's petition .proposes, is ad
mirable, "for it is important that 
the rules should express insofar as pos
sible, the will of the (students)" 
(Foreword to the Self-Gov Constitution). 
But to insist a priori thit the parietal 
rules are an anachronism for the enUre 
undergraduate body and therefore that 
anyone opposed to them is a friend of 
anachronism strikes me as illogical and 
coercive. 

Bess Keller 70 

Classified 
Paying summer jobs in Europe. complete 
listings, wages, etc. Send $2 to Asis, 20 Ave., 
De La Liberte, Luxem bourg, Europe. 

Young but successful' song-writing team seeks 
playwright with interest in musical comedY 
for assault on- or off-Broadway. Call Jed or 
Charles at 732-8626 after eight. 

WANTED: Reasonab le living room furniture. 
Contact 207 Barclay, Ml 9-1996. 

HAIRCUTS 
Most evenings, Monday - Thursday, Jo--12 
P.m. Sign u p and show up in Jones Basement. 
Mike McLemore and David Cross. 



"lo No More Songs of love": 

How to Coo Like a Dove While Fighting to Win 
.1 ;ichard B. DuBoff, economics professor 

1' ,rvn Mawr, has co-authored with Penn 
~0 Edward S. Herman a 23-page 
;;tnot:d indictment of the 
IN nsonNtx.on administration's use of 
t bite relatiOns in the Vietnam War. The 
: rth. sec~io': dealing with the Nixon 
mmtstratton s role in this "manipulative" 

~~ ttce, plus the conclusion are printed 
«OIV, 

I 
10~don Johnson passed his mantle to a 
1 fr..Y successor --Richard Nixon was one 
i!54 e early hard- liners on Vietnam . In 
·n· ' as Vice- President, he urged just 
'or to the Ge 
'R Is im .neva Conference of July that 
~·t . Possible to lay down arms until 
, ory Is c 1 
~~ omp etely won." His views 
·'Om to ha 
~s crit! ve changed little since 1954. 
l~i· l96~isms of Johnson's policy during 
~ressfn were f~w and mainly rhetorical, 
~ de . g alleged Inconsistencies and a lack 

Cis!vene 
:~uary 19 ss: Since taking office in 
''I•~•- 69 his statetnents on Vietnam 
'' "'Illig th ' !~biguous e speech of May 14, have been 
lith sh • though liberally interspersed 
.:sttty :orn hawk ·cliches. They fully 
:elllark that ,~ugene McCarthy' s pungent 

j:e early Rusk ;,~e later Nixon s ounds like 
President : . 

<more NIXon gives evidence of being 
~ssorcautious hard-liner than his pre-
;:>ere s~t and he is working within a more 
;;11ra1 of constraints. But he may have 
~ 13o ~~~~ leeway and perhaps as much 

n a V n 1 f'l"'l't" A -

tablishing a s table dependency in South 
Vietnam if U,S, casualties can be lowered, 
no major untoward developments occur in 
Vietnam, and domestic pressures are kept 
within limits. Given Nixon' s own pro
clivities. plus the strength of militarism 
and rock-ribbed anti-communism in his 
entourage and among his backers and close 
advisers, 2 pius the difficulty of extricating 
without a settlement that would involve 
major political concessions to 1 ' Commu
nis ts,'' it mus t be assumed that Nixon will 
continue along Johnson's path in Vietnam 
and not accept any " disguised defeat." 
Unless, that is, the pressures to settle 
become overwhelming. 

Net Escalation 

Nixon' s actions in Vietnam - as op-
posed to his shift ing public relations ma
neuvers (discussed shortly) - - have added 
up to a net escalation of the war. Con
tinuation of the policy of maximum military 
pressure on the enemy has been acknowl
edged by both Nixon and Laird. 3 It has 
shown up consistently in interviews with 
field officers in South Vietnam. ''American 
troops are continuing to follow a policy of 
maximum pressure against the enemy," 
reported Terence Smith in the NEW YORK 
TIMES of April 18, 1969. A 1'top mem
ber" of the u.s. command offered confir
mation: 11We have no instructions to cut 
back and we have no indication that we ar e 
going to be ordered to do so • . . If the 
casualty figures (for the United States) are 
down it's because the Vietcong didn't want 

to fight- - not the United States ," The bitter
ly criticized battle for Apbia Mountain-
"Hamburger Hill"- -which resulted in very 
heavy U,S, casualties in May was attributed 
by sever al sources to the White House's 
ongoing 11 maximum pressure" policy, for 
''we have no orders to carry out even a 
partial stand-down," as one American offi 
cer put it just after the battle. 4 

Lull Acknowledged 

' 1 Maximum pressure' ' was maintained 
unabated through the summer of 1969 and 
on into the falL Once again it was pushed 
in spite of a North Vietnamese and NLF 
de-escalation which began in mid-June and 
led to sharp declines in U,S, casualties. 
Throughout July casualties fell to their 
lowest levels of 1969. The enemy's lull 
was openly acknowledged b:v the u.s. com . 
manci, but. no reci.proeal American de- es
calation was order ed. "We are at full· 
operations," one military spokesman de
clared in July, during a week when the 
United States had l2 operations of battalion 
size or larger underway, the average for 
the preceding six months. 5 ''If anything," 
one Captain of the Ninth Infantry Division 
stated, ''1/e' r e pushing harder thanwewere 
before." On August 1, while the enemy. 
lull continued, David Hoffman wrote in the 
WASHINGTON POST that 1'U.S, militar y 
commanders reported today that Washing
ton has not ordered new battlefield tactics 
to hold down American casualties, nor has 
it ordered the Army to relax pressure on 
Communist forces." 

By the first week in August the North 
Vietnamese- NLF de-escalation was two 
months old, and U,S, combat deaths had 
fallen to only 97, the lowest in over a 
year. 7 Still no sign of any reciprocal 
U.S, s tep -down appeared.B As in the 
past, the only change in American policy 
took place in the realm of public relations . 
Thus, according to B. Drummond Ayres, 
while there was "no response'' to the two 
mon~h enemy lull, ' 'the WhiteHousepointed 
out r epeatedly that President Nixon was pon
dering future withdrawals and would 
announce a decision in late August.''9 And 
in early August the U.S, Public Information 
Office in Saigon sent a new directive to 
U.S, military commanders ordering them 
no longer to use the words ''maximum 
pressure'' to describe their military ac
tions. "Dispersed patrolling, " ''reconnais 
sance, " and "protective r eaction' · wer e 
the preferred new labels- -for an old pro 
duct, however, At the same time a U,S, 
infantry colonel stated that the rapid in
cr eases in U.S, small -unit actions then in 
progress were actually a stepping-up of 
pressure because they allowed more 
frequent attacks and lunges at enemy forces. 
Another U,S. commander was quoted as 
saying that his orders " have not changed. 
I' m doing basically the same things today 
that I was doing several months ago. But 
I'm using as much firepower as possible 
to save G,l, lives." 10 In early September 
spokesmen at area headquarters in Da-

(Continued on page 8) 
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nang told the NEW YORK TIMES' James 
Sterba that they were still conducting the 
war " the same way we always have," 
despite the announced change from "maxi
mum pressure" to "protective r eaction. " 
"No directives" had been received ' 'indi
cating new policy along these (de-esca
latory) lines." A corporal desc ribed con
tinued U.s. milita ry policy mor e bluntly: 
"Find the bastards and pile on." ll 

No Reciprocation 

Between August 7 and 11, after having 
s tepped-down the war for two months with 
no significant u.s reciprocation, the North 
Vietnamese and NLF (the latter especially) 
carried out a counter-offensive by launching 
a series of attacks in several areas of the 
South. This was a response not only to 
continuous U.s. pressurel2 but also to the 
characteristic rise of optimis m among U.S. 
leaders that the enemy was in desperate 
straits and that the long elusive victory 
was finally within reach. Nonetheless, the 
enemy response was once again de 
nounced, 13 and it was suggested that it 
·threatened our alleged withdrawal plans, 
which were proceeding up to that time ' 'at 
a pace that would give snails itchy pants'' 
(in the words of Joseph Kraft). 

If there has been any substantive change 
in Vietnam policy under Nix<Jn it has been 
in a move toward maintaining pressure by 
substituting machines and firepower for 
men, that is, toward a more "capital-in
tensive" war. It was hoped that this would 
permit a reduction in U.S. casualties, help 
ing to keep the latter at "acceptable" levels 
while maintaining or increasing the punish
ment meted out to the enemy, The mor e 
disastrous i mpact on Vietnamese life and 
ecology may be regarded on balance by 
U.S, leaders as a virtue in the context of a 
"war of attrition" against an enemy popu
lation. l 4 Bombing tonnages on South Viet
nam and Laos have been stepped up to all 
time highs, and despite the cessation of 
bombing of the North, total tonnages dropped 
in the Viefnarn Laos r egion have incr eased 
to levels estimated by Laird at 129, 000 

per month. Late in Mar ch 1969, mor eover, 
Lair d saw ''no indications that consumption 
will decline (from 129,000 tons per month) 
during the next 12 to 18 months ." 15 Chemi
cal warfare and defoliation are at unprece
dented level s. With 15,000 pound bombs 
al so coming into heavier use, it is evidently 
s till believed or hoped by the U.S . leadership 
that American engineer ing, electronic and 
chemical ingenuity may yet provide a tech
nological breakthr ough to an " honor able" 
s olution in Vietna m . 

The key to Nixon's intentions may be 
r ead not only from his military actions 
but als o from the position and role of the 
Thieu government both in Saigon and in 
U.S. s trategy, It i s generally recognized 
--and admitted by its members - - that 
Thieu's regime ha s only minimal indigenous 
support and is adamantly opposed to any 
concessions to the enemy (which obviously 
threaten its ow n survival),1 6 and is there
fore the political counterpart of the "win" 
policy. Furthermore, the NLF and DRV 
remain unyielding in their refusal to ne
gotiate with thi s faction, 17 and insist on 
dealing only with the United States or with 
a broad new government in Saigon finally 
purged of the remnants of the French 
colonial era office r corps. Of course it is 
very difficult to get rid of Thieu without 
setting off a process of further political 
deterioration in Saigon, but with Thieu no 
political progress toward a settlement is 
conceivable. SUrvival of the Thieu regime 
i s prima facie evidence that a basic change 
away from the Johnson win policy has yet 
to be rnade, 18 

Few Flickering Gestures 

Although the Nixon administration has 
made a few flickering gestures .(and per
haps efforts) toward broadening the Saigon 
government, it has refused to exert any 
decisive pressure for reform and in fa ct 
has given Thieu crucial political support, 
in June juring the Midway Island rendezvous 
and in early August during Nixon's vis it 
to Saigon. The Nixon administration has 
acquiesced in Thieu• s accelerated closing 
down of new spaper s and his crackdown on 
dis sidents of all political shades. It likewise 
accepted, at least tacitly, his narrowing 
of the gove rnmental base on August 23, 
when he named Gen. Tran Thien Khiern, 
another reactionarY holdover from the 

Are You Going To Be All Tied-Up 
Next Summer? Do You Still 

Want To Travel In Europe·? 

IF YOU WOULD BE DEFINITELY 
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• A 15 Day Trip 

• For $396.60 
• Including Round-Trip Air-Fare 

• Hotels 
• Transfers 
• And Half-Day Tours of London, Paris & Copenhagen 

• With 4 'lt Days to See Each of These Cities 
at Your Own Leisure 

• By 

$A$ 
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1 - -~------ - --------- -- ---- - ----- - - - ---------------- - -------------
Name __________________________________________________________ _ 

Campus Address ________________________________________________ _ 

Phone Number ________________________________________________ ___ 

Send to: Box No. 445 
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Fr ench colonial r egime and an unbe nding 
" anti -communis t" who was originally a 
fa vorite of the late Ngo Dinh Diem, to 
replace a civilian premier.l 9 In. this 
new government there i s ''not a smgle 
political leader of any consequence ... 
nor is there any representative of the 
re sponsible non-Communist opposition in 
the south . " ~o . 

Having refused to force a broadenmg 
of the junta government even a mong the 
non - NLF elements in South Vietna m, it goes 
without saying that the Nixon administration 
has opposed any NLF entry into a provi
s ional or coalition gover nment . But lack
ing a broader government with which the 
NLF and DRV c ould negotiate (or participate 
in), no political solution short of total 
' ' victory' ' can yet be said to have been ser
iously proposed by Nixon. 21 

Unduly Expensive 

Given the objectives and constraints des
c ribed above, Nixon has a public rela · 
tions problem as severe as that of Johnson. 
Pounding the Vietnamese into submis sion 
(more popularly known as " s topping the 
Communists"), seems to increasing nu~
bers of American citizens unduly expens1ve 
at $30 billion a year, and holding the society 
together pending the extension of' 'freedom" 
to whatever is left of South Vietnam pre
sents a difficult challenge to politico -
advertising skills. The situation is al so 
complicated by the fact that experience 
has made certain elements ofthe population 
less easily manipulated by the political 
leadership. The Nixon administration has 
attempted to meet thi s challenge with three 
principal public relations tactics: the 
"secret talks" ploy; the Thieu- organized 
' 'free elections" gambit; and, most unique 
and important, the ''troop withdrawal" 
tactic. 

During the post - inauguration weeks of 
confusion and goodwill, when there was a 
widespread feeling that Nixon should be 
''given a chance, " hi s chief public relations 
ploy was " secret talks " that were s upposed 
to be underway with the enemy (but wllich 
turned out to be non existent) . This tactic, 
which did help offset the fact of inten sified 
warfare, suffered from vigorous enemy 
denials and junta fear s of even the sugges 
tion of a possible ''sell -out. " This device 
wa s consequently of little value after a 

rather short period of use. 
Rather mor e important was the Nixon 

administration' s success in getting Presi, 
dent Thieu to offer on July 11 to hold 
''free elections ' ' in which members of the 
NLF could particip ate. The Saigon junta 
which ha s been chronically unwilling t~ 
permit even a loyal anti- Corn munist opposi
tion to fun ction in the South,22 revealed 
on the following day that NLF members 
could not participate ' 'as Communists," 
and that if they made ''Communist propa. 
ganda' · during the election campaign "they 
will be violating the law oftheland."23 The 
idea that the NLF would agree to abandon 
its long struggle on the basis of an all -or 
nothing election is itself unrealistic;24 but 
an election under the direction of Thieuand 
his associates goes beyond unrealism to 
either comedy or crude propaganda. 25 What 
i s most significant, however, is that there is 
no evidence that the Nixon administration 
would agree to a plan for political settle. 
ment that goes beyond a Thieu organized 
election. Without such a plan, talk of 
negotiation s or ''progress" at Paris is 
still the public relations counterpart of a 
win policy. 

The core of Nixon's public relations 
strategy, announced with great fanfare on 
May 14 after a long period of leaks, Is 
the troop withdrawal gambit. Thistechnique 
was not available to Johnson during mostof 
his tenure because of the steady buildup 
of troop strength, although it is interesting 
to note that Johnson did consider (and reject) 
this device during 1968,26 But Nixon 
arrived on the scene with over haU a 
million U.S. servicemen in Vietnam, with 
s trong internal and international obstacles 
to major net additions to U,S, forces, and 
with a Rightist -Air Force bias among many 
of his advisers and supporters who favor 
the substitution of planes and ammunition 
for manpower. These fac tors encouraged 
or· made pos s ible the use of the troop 
withdrawal tactic as a substitute for the 
now exhausted or unavailable gambit of the 
bombing halt27 or the offer of " uncondltlon. 
al negotiations ." 

One great merit of the troop withdrawal 
tactic is that withdrawing troops is the 
very symbol of ''getting out,'' and great 
publicity mileage can be gotten even where 

(Cont in ued on page 9) 

Coleman Moratorium Letter 
The ·to/lowing letter was sent by Haverford Pres. John Coleman to the 

Haverford College community on October 7. 

I have delayed any announcement of official College reactions to the call for a 
Vietnam moratorium on October 15 until it was clearer wh at events individual 
f aculty members and students were planning. As of today, there is still no clear 
picture of what those events will be. But let me outline some policy considerations 
as they bear on that date: 

1. Any member of the staff who wishes to take off a reasonable amount of time 
during t.iJ.e day for the purpose of participating in any event related to our in
volvement in the Vietnam war is free to do so. Staff members who plan to take 
time off during the day should discuss this with their immediate supervisor to 
to make sure that the proposed hours will not cause undue hardship, 

2. There is no formalfacultypositionyetonoctober 15. Each f aculty member is 
free to use the regular class time as he feels best. some may devote it to 
discussion of Vietnam. some may cancel classes, in those cases, the missed 
work would ordinarily be covered at a later date. 

3. F aculty members are encouraged to cooperate with students who plan to miss 
certain classes in order to participate in some structured event related to 
the Vietnam war. In this case, as in the case of any other absences from class, 
there may be an expectation that the missed work will be made up at a later 
date. 

4. The College as an institution will continue to take no position one way or the 
other on the Vietnam war; I deem s uch position-taking on an off- campus issue 
an improper use of the institution's n ame. However I AS AN INDIVIDUAL ex· 
pect to re-siate my position publicly. 

5. Many individuals assocated with this College have long been witnesses for 
the desirability~ indeed the necessity, of peaceful ways to settle men's con
flicts. As an institution, we give witness to that conviction in supporting, as 
an educational activity, the c enter for Non-Violent Conflict Resolution. 1 
expect from what I know of Haverford that most of those who choose to join in 
the events of October 15 will be doing so on behalf of an Amer ican with· 
drawal from Vietnam. But these guidelines are meant to cnv·er all members 
of the College community no matter what their personal persuasions may be. 
They are backed up by a hope that whatever we do as individuals we do out of 
re-examined convictions and out of a respect for rational and orderly ways 
to influence othel·s. 

MELA NIE 
HBEAUTIFUL 
GOOD NEWS • 
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text, and Progress in the Paris talks is One week ago the NEWS printed the Sept. 30 petition submitted by Prof. Cooing 
(Continued from page 8) 

Ill withdrawals are merely prospective, 
~hetical, contingent, and token in char

\ r.28 As Joseph Kraft has pointed out, 
ac · t I I · v· "The total Amen can roop eve m let-

is now only about 2, 500 below what it 
~~~ when Mr. Nixon took office. At that 
tea couple of hundred years would elapse 

~ore American soldiers-finally got out of 
netnam"29 Nevertheless, this minuscule 
exodus has served the Nixon administration 
for many months as a public relations off
set to its escalation of the war and its 
c!eJr refusal to reduce or term in ate the 
fighting. Apologists for U.S, policy have 
even interpreted continuing U S. casualties 
gs a consequence of a North Vietnamese 
refusal to respond to the hypothetical and 
cooUngent troop withdrawals to be carried 
oot at some time in the future. 30 

A second virtue of troop withdrawals i s 
their considerable potential for official 
manipulation of the facts. We may assume 
!hat any enemy military activity, especially 
in areas where our marginal withdrawal s 
~ve led to a substitution of ARVN t r oops, 
wilt be played up energetically as " taking 
idvantage'' of our actions. This may be 
used to justify whatever "postponements " 
d withdrawals, or even major escalations 
dthewar, the U. S. leadership desires and 
feels it can get away with. Rotation with
~rawals are likely to be emphasized, with 
replacements unpublicized; withdrawn 
1r~s may reflect an unreported sub -
stitution of " civilian" for military per
slllllel; and the marginal character of the 
total withdrawals invol!'ed may be under-

' 

played or fudged. 
In fact, both of Nixon's announced troop 

withdrawals to date have r un into "num-
bers game" snags. In early August it 
m revealed by Senators Stennis and Ful 
~right that despite Nixon' s June 8 announce
ment of a 25,000 man cutback troop levels 
rere actually about 4,000 higher than in 

I January 1969 when Nixon took office. And 
oo September 161 the same day that Nixon 

/ announced his second troop withdrawal, 
({about 35,000 (or 40,500, according to 
General Ky in Saigon), it was pointed out 
ihat due to "considerable confusion" over 
reductions in "authorized troop ceilings" 
versus "actual troop cuts," the net reduc
uon could end up being 24,000 rather than 
jj,OOQ, 31 

Substitute Capital 

A third merit of the troop withdrawal 
~ctic is its adaptability to two other 
strands of policy. One i s the des ire, 
noted earlier, to substitute capital for labor 

I in pursuing the war. This has long been a 
Goldwaterite Air Force formula for re
ducing American casualties and wearing 
oot the enemy more r apidly. Withdrawal 
~ troops can be geared to the subs titution 
~ planes and bombs, and, hopefully, the 
decimation of the "enemy. " A second 
related strand of policy is the r e arming 
and building up of the ARVN, permitting 
me South Vietnamese to fight their own 
~ttles (the old "Asians fighting Asians" 
formula). 32 This program is likewise in 
' .great tradition--the ''unleasing'' of 
::luang's aging Taiwan army during the 
:orean war period was a solution pus hed 

I card by the Nixon wing of the Republican 
mty in 1951. 33 The Democrats also 
featured "turning the war over to the 
.\RV1i" about once a year on average 
from 1963 through 1968. 'This was on~ l of Clark Clifford' s notable contributions , 
Wtth a focus on the effective rearming of 
an · t 
. 10 ernal mercenary army 34 The con-

tmuityot policy here is compiete. 
It has hardly been noticed by media 

commentators that the Nixon program of 
~adual Withdrawal, geared to the capabili
~es of ARVN, implies a continued deter-
~llation to achieve precisely the same 

P01
1_hcal objectives as before s till by 

mt ltary me th ' a ans, e difference being solely 
new Pattern of inputs - -more ARVN the 

same or ' us t mo_re U.S. fi repower, and fewer 
~r' roops If permitted by military con
CH~011~· Of the three Nixon withdrawal 
CI'!Jl~fla- the speed with which the ARVN 
llie 1 take over combat respons ibilities, 
in th:vel of enemy action, and progress 

l ti~t haPan s peace talks - it is the firs t 
,.;, s received heavy stress by the 
·' .. on adm· · . 
lor th ,101Strah on. And given its s upport 
clear et Thleu_ military gove~nment, it s eems 
lo mThat Withdrawal is explicitly geared 
~liti~~ry nee~s, not to any anticipated 
With resolution of the conflict. But 
tlle~t ~me POlitical settlement with the 
ll%a e second and third criteria of 

Wal are fraudulent. Enemy de-

r~led ou_t by continuation of the Johnson- William Davidon in support of the Vietnam Moratorium and Haverford Pres. John 
~Ixon Win policy. What Nixon i s saying Coleman's reaction to that petition. Below is Davidon 's response to Coleman's 
1s that troops will be withdrawn to the reaction. 
degree consistent with the continued pursuit Thanks for your quick response to the copy of my petition which I brought di-
of our unchanged political objectives. John- rectly to your office on September 30. There are still some differences in em-
son could have made the same statement phasis and approach which I would li '-:e to discuss with you further: 

" T.roop withdrawals" are thus a publi~ 1. You state you are delaying word " to all and sundry pending more information 
r elations device in the Nixon program that on what events may be scheduled." Since I think it is important that non-academic 
covers up a continuation of the Johnson staff have a chance to plan some events themselves, I still would like an advance 
win policy, We may therefore expect this announcement so that they would know this opportunity is available. Otherwise, 
tactic to be closely attuned to the actual they will only be able to consider attending events planned by others . 
and prospective level of public pressure 2. Because I think there is some difference here between the de-facto and de-
for which it is necessary to provide a juro situation, I think an unambiguous administration statement waiving attendance 
safety valve. This was undoubtedly the and teaching r equirements for this day would be helpful. On page 79 of the new 
main consideration underlying Nixon's Au- mime.::>graphed ver sion of ''Information for Faculty" it states ''Members of the 
gust 23 postponement of the scheduled Faculty are normally expected to meet their classes at the times at which they are 
second round of withdrawals. As was scheduled." illness and heavy readings are the only examples cited for cancelling 
pointed out by Hedrick Smith35 or rescheduling. On page 85 it states that "Students are expected to meet all their 

Since one primary objective of piece- scheduled academic appointments . When absences are necessary, they should be 
meal withdrawal is to buy time with explained to the satisfaction of the instructor •. . " This implies that the student 
an impatie?t American public, there must consider the absence necessary and that the instructor has the final say, and 
was no pomt, as one allied diplomat I would like both these to be modified. 
put it, in 'giving away a free reduction' 3. We share the dissappointed hope that this Vietnam Moratorium would have 
of troops when the President was not received active support from more of those who talk privately against the war. 
under immediate public pressure to 1-'artly for that reason, I limited my own local involvement with this to supplying 
act. Better to wait until Congress information about the Moratorium to those who might use it, Though in the last 
and the campus were genuinely edgy few days, seeii;,, little faculty action taking place, I have begun to do 
and then undercut their criticism with more. 
a sizable cutback. 4. I know that classrooms and seminar rooms "are freely available ... when not 

Smith then went on tci suggest that some in use'', but still think there are ways in which our administration could encourage 
high level officials support an announce- the use of this space by non-academic staff particularly on this day for workshops, 
ment of a 50,000 - 100,000 withdrawal meetings, union organizing, etc. A clear statement, indicating this availability 
spread over six months on October 1 "for and giving information on the housekeeping details would be a considerable help. 
nmximnm political impact." I know of no information of this kind which has been circulated to secretaries, 

Token Withdrawals kitchen personnel, grounds crew, etc. 

In the New York Times of September 
14, Richard Halloran summarizes an "out
side" report on Nixon's plan for combining 
token troop withdrawals and draft reform 
for the purpose of defusing political dis
sent to his war policy. The reportforecast 
an imminent announcement of a -planned 
withdrawal of 35,000 men (which followed 
on September 16). According to Halloran, 

The outs ide source of the report 
contended that the President would 
combine the draft and withdrawal an
nouncements to try to calm dissent 
at home while continuing the present 
course of the war •.. The President, 
the source said, is aware of this move 
ment (for a moratorium on October 
15) and will try to take the steam out 
of it with the draft reform and troop 
withdrawal ... 

The report from the source out
side the administration pointed out 
that the withdrawal of 35,000 men, in 
addition to the 25,000 previously 
brought home, would bring the total 
to 60,000, the same number that for
mer President Johnson had said could 
be taken out of action without dam aging 
the war effort. 36 
The risks taken by Nixon in using the troop 

withdrawal gambit are potentially serious, 
but thus far they have been kept under 
control. One risk is that the threat of 
withdrawal could cause a political collapse 
in Saigon. This has not happened, and we 
can reasonably assume that the members of 
the junta wer e given a ssurances by the Nixon 
adminis tration that the troop withdrawals 
would not be permitted to threaten Thieu's 
pos ition, and that the tactic was a measured 
r esponse to public pressures, A second 
threat i s that public or financial and business 
pres sures for serious withdr awal might g-et 
out of hand, and the flexible time table of 
the win policy might have to be scr apped 
out of political necessity. This i s , in fact, 
the main hope for a change in policy. It 
may be helped along by challenges s uch as 
those that hav<= been made by Clifford and 
Harriman whose criticisms have led Nixon 
into expr~ssions of hopes that may limit 

Dickinson March 
Dickinson College's Student Mobiliza

tion Committee i s organizing a ''March 
for Peace" against the United States 
Army War College in Carlisle on Oc
tober 15. The march, held in conjunc
tion with the nation -wide moratorium, 
i s soliciting aid from the Philadelphia 
area. 

Outside of the Pentagon, the largest 
concentration of top ··drawer military 
brass i s found at the Army War Col 
lege in Carli sle. The town' s position 
among the ten most strategic nuclear 
targets in the country is one of the prin · 
cipal issues of the Dickinson movement. 

Car1isle, located o~ exif 16 of the 
Pennsylvania Turnpike, is accessible by 
bus from the Philadelphia area. Those 
participating in the march will assemble 
at Dickinson College's Holland Union 
Building shortly after noon, and pro
ceed from there. 

5. Since as you say, " the college does this sort of thing frequently' ' (picnics), 
someone here must have a better idea than I about what facilities are required. 
My recommendation is that this be a college picnic, along the lines of alumni
day or parents day activities. 

his freedom of aei;ion. 37 It is also helped 
along by Thieu - Ky outbursts and actions 
that reveal their philosophy and objectives 
and embarrass Washington, as in their 
r efusal to go along with the cease-fire after 
the death of Ho Chi Minh. Blunders such 
as the 36- hour halt of B-52 raids on South 
Vietnam in early Seotember ·-to "test the 
enemy's response'·. in · some unspecified 
way, again in a context of full-scale ground 
action--are a throw-back to early Johnson, 
and indicate some disarray in Nixon's 
public relations efforts. 

SE L ECTION 

SWEATERS 
THAT WAR M A ND 
PROJECT YOU . 

Until quite recently, however, the Nixon
Kissinger public relations maneuvers have 
been adroit. Clayton Fritchey describes 
them as 

hot-and cold running- rhetoric, which, 
combined with token troop withdrawals, 
has so far kept the public, the politi
cians, and the press off balance. The 
game seems to be to announce the 
withdrawal of enough troops to lull 
war resistance in the US, but not in 
fact to withdraw so many as to jeop -

(Continued on page 10 ) 
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Cooing 
(Continued from page 9) 

ardize the South Vietnamese army or 
government, or the US foothold in 
Southeast Asia. Thousands of troops 
may or may not come home; the draft 
may or may not be eased; but heavy 
bombing will continue. As can be 
seen, the Administration intends to 
play this by ear. Also it balances its 
policies by timely reassurances, such 
as, on the one hand, 11no more Viet
nams" and let "Asians fight Asians," 
and, on the other, the US "honors its 
commitments" and "we won't bug out." 
All this requires virtua_l day ·to-day 
orchestration, but so far Ni.xon and 
Kissinger have done it almost 
with zest.38 

Concluding Note 

In the early spring of 1969, Joseph Kraft 
and other observers indicated that the hard
liners of the Nixon administration, who were 
and still are in full command, had already 
decided on the "troop withdrawal" strategy 
as necessary to placate public opinion while 
they continued the war in all essentials 
of purpose and means. The troop withdrawal 
device was effectively wrapped in a public 
relations package that also includes an old, 
familiar pair of bedfellows--an offet of 
"free elections" and an unyielding commit · 
ment to South Vietnamese " self-determina 
tion.'' We noted earlier that "self-deter 
mination" as a U.S. objective in Vietnam 
is vintage Orwell: under its cover, the 
United states has intervened continuously in 
Vietnam ever since the 1940's to sustain a 
minority faction that has openly acknowl
edged its inability to survive in any free 
political competition. 39 

Surface Concessions 

The Thieu government has gone along with 
the Nixon "election" plan because it knows 
that the plan can never be accepted by 
the NLF and DRV, and is the ref ore put 
forward purely for public relations pur
poses. As fritchey remarks, "the (Saigon) 
generals are well aware that they must 
make some surface concessions in order to 
help Nixon appease US public opinion ... 
They can afford, for example, to go through 
the motions of agreeing to a mixed elec
toral commission to conduct new elections, 
for they would still be in effective control 
of the government.''40 To accept the Nixon
Thieu election plan, the NLF and DRVwould 
have to be prepared to recognize the 
Thieu government as legitimate, which 
would in itself constitute acknowledgement 
of total defeat. They would also have to be 
prepared to enter into an election contest 
in which the Thieu government retained ex 
elusive governmental powers, and where 
hundreds of thousands of foreign enemy 
troops (American troops) were still on the 
scene to assure 11s tability.'' Joseph Kraft 
has pointed out, ''those who organize elec
tions in South Vietnam win elections in 
South Vietnam. Thus, the other side is 
never going to be tempted by elections or
ganized by their foes in Saigon," even when 
offered assurances of some "vague inter
national controls."41 

The Thieu junta can survive politically 
only if the Vnited States continues to 
fight for a total military victory in the 
South and is prepared to occupy the coun
try indefinitely. Since !'!"ixon has chosen 
the Thieu government as his instrument, 
it must be assumed that he intends to 
continue to pursue "victory." And it 
follows that this brutal war of attrition 
will go on until events of crisis propor
tion force Nixon' s hand and compel an 
abandonment of the Johnson-Nixon win 
policy. 

NOTES 

!Although the NEW YORK TIMES' James Reston 
was deeply impressed with Nixon's peace of,er of 
May 14 (as he was with each successive Johnson 
move), Wall Street responded with greater insight. 
The stock market began a long and deep decline 
in May 1969. 

2The change from Walt Rostow and Robert 
McNamara (or Clark Clifford) to Henry Kissinger 
and Melvin Laird is harc!l y a change in substance 
--it is more an alter ation in trim and s tyling. 

~According to Nixon, " I have not ordered and do 
not intend to order any reduction of our own ac
tivities .'' (NYT, April 19, 1969.) 

4NYT, May 23, 1969. 
5NYT, A.P., JUly 6, 1969. 
6NYT, July 18, 1969. 
?The r eby contradicting anothe r Johns on-Nixon 

mblic relations gimmick, the effort to blame 
ncr eases in u .s . casualties on ene my- initiated 
lCtions r ather than American ''maximum pres-
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sure" and offensive sweeps. see the NYT, "U.s. 
Insists Rise in Casualties Results from Enemy 
Initiatives," May 27, 1969--this one week after 
the u.s. attack on "Hamburger Hill"! 

8secretary of State William P. Rogers claimed at 
a Press Conference on August 20 that the United 
States had indeed responded to the Vietnamese de
escalation by reduced B-52 activity in the South. , 
No figures have been provided on the extent of ' 
this alleged reduction. Neither Rogers nor Kaplan 
and Lodge in Paris have suggested any response 
other than in B-52 raids, which were by no means 
term ina ted during the lull. (For the Rogers 
Press conference, see· NYT, Aug. 21, 1969; for 
related Lodge-Kaplan remarks, see the NYT, 
Aug. 29.) It is also noteworthy that on the day 
after the Rogers statement, Defense secretary 
Laird reiterated that there had been no change in 
orders given to U.S. field commanders (except for 
the new emphasis on "Vietnamization"), and he 
refused comment when asked about Rogers' state
ment that the United States had de-escalated the 
war during the summer. (See Robert Roth, Phila. 
Bulletin, Aug. 21, 1969.) 

9NYT, Aug. 17, 1969. 
lORobert Hager, N.B.C. News from Tayninh 

Province, Aug. 6, 1969; B. Drummond Ayres, 
NYT, Aug. 15 and 22, 1969. 

llNYT, Sept. 7, 1969. 
12The same sequence occurred in March 1969. 

An enemy lull drew no American response; where
upon NLF forces carried out a limited counter
offensive which was shrilly condemned by Washing
ton. Observers, even conservative ones, knew 
better. Referring to Gen. Abram's orders "to 
keep maximum heat on the enemy," William R. 
Frye wrote that "The continued allied oUensive 
has now evoked a communist counter -offensive' ' 
(Phila. Bulletin, March 2, 1969). 

13The Vietnamese have found many years of 
experience that if they respond to a u.s. call for 
de -escalation, the following sequence will occur: 
(1) the u.s. will invariably fail to reciprocate 
further; (2) 'the Vietnamese lull will be interpreted 
as a sign of weakness , and the longer it continues 
the more assuredly it will lead to a resurgence 
of the ''imminent victory" syndrome among the 
U.S. military; (3) the ultimate Vietnamese military 
reaction will come to some degree as a surprise; 
and (4) the Vietnamese military reaction will be 
castigated as morally reprehensible (involving, as it 
does, killing people). 

14see D. Gareth Porter, "People as the Enemy," 
NEW REPUBLIC, Feb. 10, 1968. 

15uPI report, Phil a. Bulletin, March 25, 1969. 
16vice Pres ident Ky stated as much in an inter

view on sept. 13, 1969: ' 'Thieu cannot afford any 
more concessions •.• It is a m atter of his survi
val " (NYT, sept. 14, 1969) 

17see Richard Hudson, "Time for a coup in 
saigon,' war-Peace Report, June-July 1969. 
· 18so also are the retention of Ellsworth Bunker 

in Saigon and the selection of Henry Cabot Lodge 
to he ad the Paris delegation. Both are hard-liners 
closely identified with the Johnson win policy. 

It is sometimes suggested that a decision to get 
out short of victory has in fact been made, but has 
been successfully kept from the Saigon junta. Given 
the close links between the u.s. hard- liners in 
Saigon and washington, however, this notion is quite 
implausible. 

.19NYT, Aug. 27 and Aug. 25 (editorial), 1969; 

Villanova Moratorium Events 
The following is a list of Moratorium Events scheduled by Villanova. Anyone 

desiring information should contact Joe Reidy, at Villanova. 

Ecumenical Religious Service 
Purpose: to remember all those who have died in Viet Nam. 
Time: 9:30 a.m. 
Place: University ChapeL 
Solidarity Sing-In 
Purpose: to create a sense of unity and community among those who have gathered 

to work for Peace. 
Time: 10:30 a.m. 
Place: Kennedy Hall , 
Films 
Purpose: to present pictorially the horrors of the Viet Nam War. 
Time: 12 - 4 p.m. 
Place: Vasey Theatre~ 
Teach-In 
Purpose: to present facts and to discuss the war according to its various political, 

historical, social, economic, moral, and philosophical aspects. 
Time: 12 - 1 ''Viet Nam,.Moratorium-Who, What and Why?" 

1 - 2 The historical and political background of American involvement in 
VietNam. 

2 - 3 The socio-economic implications of American involvement in Viet Nam. 
3 - 4 'The moral and philosophical aspects of war and anti-war dissent. 

Speak-In 
Purpose: to listen to an address by a prominent war critic (yet to be announced), 
Time: 7:30p.m. 
Place: (tentative) Villanova Fieldhouse .. 
Candlelight Parade for Peace 
Purpose: to demonstrate the strength, solidarity, and sincerity of the "Workers 

for Peace," and again to remember those who have died in VietNam, 
Time: 9:00 p.m. 
Place: (tentative) from Villanova Fieldhouse to Bryn Mawr Draft Board. 

Le MONDE (weekly), Aug. 21-27, 1969. The ap
pointment of Khiem fits well into the 11attern des
cribed by D. Gare th Porter in his "The Diemist 
Restoration," COMMONWEAL, July 11, 1969. 

20NYT, sept. 7, 1969. 
21A number of liberal critics of the war have 

consoled themselves (and jus tified their own in
activity) with the belief that '•'the government now 

be purs uing military victory any longer." But 
operationally this is without significance if the 
only accept able political solution requires a mili
tary decision. More crucial, the balance of evidence 
indicates that the Nixon policy is s till grounded on 
the premise that some sort of military victory is 
s till attainable, with the enemy fading :•way (or 
being incinerated) and leaving the political field 
to the Free world forces of General Thieu. 

22Robert Keatley pointed out recently in the 
WALL STREET JOURNAL that" 'Loyal opposition' 
seems a contradiction in terms to President Thieu, 
whose Mandarin and military conditioning appar
ently m~kes him regard others as either 'loyal' 
or 'opposition,' but not both" (Aug. 28, 1969). 

23These statements were made by south Viet
namese Foreign Minister Tran Chanh Thanh. Mr. 

~~Robert B. Semple, ·Jr., NYT, sept. 17, 1969. 
One important--and overlooked--revelation 

about U.S. policy was contained on page 64 of the 
Senate Appropriation hearings on the second 1969 
supplemental budget : the United States plans to 
spend $6.2 billion in the next five years on the 
South Vietnamese army (I • . F . s tone' s Weekly, 
June 30, 1969). 

33see the brilliant satire of this absurdity In A. 
J. Liebling's "The Rubber-Type Army," The 
Press, pp. 202-221. 

34"About 85 per cent of Saigon's armed forces 
are . . . volunteers who t ake up arms for pay. 
This gives the Government forces a distinctly 
mercenary cast that affects both their attitude 
toward the population and, except for a few elite 
units, their performance in combat." (Neil Shee
han, (NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE, Oct. 9, 
196f -) 

35, ' Conflicting Pressures on Troop Withdrawal," 
NYT, Aug. 31, 1969. 

36A NEW YORK TIMES editorial of Sept. 171 

1969 stated that "Som-e American analysts late 
last year were said to have concluded that United 
States forces could be ·cut as much as 25 per cent 
without s acrificing combat effectiveness if man
power were used more efficiently. The President's 
cutback amounts to only 12 per cent." 

- Harriman recently pointed out that it is unreason
able to focus solely on an e lection as the basis for 
a negotiated settlement, "particularly as the (Thieu) 
Go·1ernment continues to put people in jail. They 
give no indication so far that anybody' s going to 
have any freedom in south Vietnam to have a free 
discussion or free campaigning.'' (NEW YORK 

Bryn Mawr Teach-in 
Emphasizes Moratori urn 
As long- term Project 

TIMES MAGAZINE, Aug. 24, 1969) -
24 According to Mr. Harriman, " It never occurred 

to me that the Communists would enter into an 
election on the bJ sis of the winner taking all. There 
has to be some prior understanding on other issues. 
You've got to go through the N.L. F.'s points. You 
can't pick jus t one aspect of settlement.'' (NEW 
YORK TIMES MAGAZINE, Aug. 24. 1969.) 

37see Robert Keatley, "Nixon Aides Stress U.S. 
Tr•>OP Withdpwal From Vietnam in '70 is Hope, 
Not Promise,'' WALL STREET JOURNAL, June 
23~ 1969. 

"8THE NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS, Sept. 
25, 1969. '1t is apparent," Fritchey concludes, 
"that Nixon thinks Johnson' s chief failure was not 
in the (Vietnam war) policy, but in his inability 
to package it successfully for public consumption.' 

39see above, p. 2; also, Herman and DuBoff, 
America's Vietnam Policy, Appendix 2, " Indepen
dence.'' The role of "free elections" in U.S. 
policy toward third-world countries like Vietnam 
and the Dominican Republic, among others, is aptly 
described in musical verse by Tom Lehrer: 

The October 15 Moratorium activities 
at Bryn Mawr got under way Tuesday even 
ing with a teach .. in in the common Room of 
Goodhart. The discussion, which was 
attended by about thirty ·five Bryn Mawr 
and Haverford students, was led by Prof. 
Richard DuBoff of Bryn Mawr, and William 
Davidon of Haverford. 

Davidon, spoke of the real purpose of the 
Moratorium, emphasizing that it would not 
be effective as a mere day off from''bus
iness as usual, ' • but had to become a 
more regular consideration in students' 
lives. 

"Occasional leafletting is not going to 
bring the war to an end. The way to get 
the troops withdrawn is by raising the 
costs of the war/ ' Davidon stated. He 

_suggested offering sanctuary at Bryn Mawr 
and Haverford to deserters, having stu
dents make contacts on and off campuswith 
workers, and setting up an official draft 
counselling service by Haverford students 
for men on campus and those of draft age 
in the high schools and community. 

DuBoff, an economics professor, spoke 
of the Vietnam disaster as a result of Ameri
can foreign policy. " I believe Vietnam was 
not an accident, but a logical product of 
American society. It' s long been an aim 
of American foreign policy to dismantle 
empires so we can get into nations . Unless 
there are changes in our policy, Vietnams 
are going to happen again. The Latin 
American countries are top candidates right 
now," DuBoff pointed out. 

Speaking for the Moratorium planners 
at Bryn Mawr, Mindy Thompson stressed 
that the 15th must be se~n in the contest 
of a long term movement that would mo . 
bilize enough support to eventually close 
down the College. 

25According to David Hoffman of the 
W ASIDNGTON POST, 'fVirtually every sentence 
(of Thieu 's proposal) had the blessing of U.S. 
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker ... F'c>r weeks cynics 
here (in Saigon) have predicted that the proposal 
would serve to buy time for Thieu and . . . his 
government but not to break the impasse in Paris." 

26This was s tated in a press release by Senator 
stephen M. Young of Ohio, cited in I. F. stone, 
"The war Machine Under Nixon,'' THE NEW 
YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS, June 5, 1969, p. 6. 

27Nixon's 36-hour cessation of B-52 r aids in 
September 1969 was a public relations disaster 
for him. 

28Thus the big headlines of August 5, "Nixon 
Hints New PUllout of Viet Gis This Month" (Phila. 
Inquirer), was based on some "might" suggestions 
that did not materialize. 

29Phila. Bulletin, sept. 8, 1969. 
30James Reston, NYT, July 25, 1969. 

They've got to be protected, 
All their rights respected, 
Till somebody we like can be elected .. . 

("Send--the Marines," recorded July 1965, on the 
record That Was the Year that was.) 

40Loc. cit. 
41Phila. Bulletin, sept. 8, 1969. see also the 

remarks of Tom Wicker on Nixon's "worn-out 
free-elections formula . .. this is a lmost exactly 
what was promised Hanoi in 1954 at Geneva, when 
the first Indochina war ended in a supposedly 
temporary partition of Vietnam; but the free 
e lections, interna tionally supervised, never came 
off; Vietnam has r emained divided; and Hanoi will 
not likely place itself in the same position again.'' 
(NEW YORK TIMES, Sept. 18, 1969.) 

EASTCOAST INTERNATIONAL 
MEMBERSHIP 

EASTCOAST INTERNATIONAL OFFERS YOU 20 FLIGHTS ~MBER I I 
THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER BETWEEN THE STATES AND ASSIGNED 
LONDON, 

DEAR SIRS: 

NEW YORK/LONDON (R/Tl $199 I CERTIFY THAT: I HAVE SPENT AT LEAST TWO CONSECUTIVE 
TERMS AT SCHOOL/ UNIVERSITY IN BOSTON/ LONDON (R/T) $199 COUNTRY. AT THAT TIME BEING A PHILADELPHIA/LONDON (R/Tl $215 NATIONAL Of NEW YORK/ LONDON (I-WAY) $114 . 

SAN FRANCISCO/ LONDON (R/Tl $299 OR THAT: I Will BE UNDER 30 YRS. Of AGE ON 1ST JANUARY. 

AND TO CONNECT FROM LONDON, 
1970. AND AM INTERESTED IN THE AIMS Of THE CLUB. 

BOMBAY, INDIA (R/Tl $299 
JOHANNESBERG, S. AFRICA (R/Tl $333 I ENCLOSE THE SUM Of $5 IN THE US BEING MY ANNUAL 
NEW YORK (I-WAY)$ 85 SUBSCRIPTION FOR 1969/70. . . 

SIGNATURE· DATE: 
ECI MEMBERS ELIGIBLE ONLY. MEMBERSHIP CAN BE 08-
TAINED BY SENDING CASH, CHECK, OR MONEY ORDER OF 
ss · BEFORE OCTOBER 24th (ABSOLUTE DEADLINE) TO COLLEGE ADDRESS: 

BIRTH DATE: 

PAUL MINDUS, ECI SECRETARY, HAVERFORD 
COLLEGE, HAVERFORD. PA. 19041 

FLIGHT SCHEDULES WILL BE SENT TO YOU IN EARLY NATIONALITY 

JANUARY. 
AIRLINES, BOAC, PAN AM.liA, CALEDONIAN 

' I 

.-;:111~~;;_ 
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I We, the undersigned students,dofl ~averford and Bryn Mawr Colleges support the Fall Peace Offensive to end the Vietnam War. We will work 
in whatever way we can to en t liS senseless and destructive war. 

I WE SUPPORT THE OCTOBER 15 MORATORIUM ON BUSINESS AS USUAL 

sanC1 Sherman Ann Thomforde Kerry Shear 
Jackie Decta gUen r.evine Sandy Tanenbaum 

y~ Aell!l Cha Morgan Mahen Joanne Rose 
wendY Herzberg Gail Montet Janet Glass 
rerrY aenes Eileen Birge Richard Merkler 
Josh Kadish Vicky Erdreich Laurel Miller 
NaDCY WinokUr Jane Fajans Sloan MacDonald 
cebble McGill Tina Labate Ruth Sandberg 
Elisabethe curtz Eva Kopal Anita Berry 
carol c;arber Fay Donohue Willie Allen 
LarrY raylor Anne Rosenbet'g Robert Steinman, Jr. 
sackY KellY Irene Nagurski sue Wong 
Mallen candage Anne Malester Julie Patton 
carol Shaft'er Debby Dunsmore Cheryl Cole 
sara stinSon Vicki Munn Chris Nichols 
J~ stone Vin a Isaae Robin Brandeis 
NanCY Noennig Dominique Crossin Jane Dahlgren 
JjObbl Kates Chris tine Pomfret Rachel Strickland 
Nancy schoe!fie r Pris cilla Short susan Davies 
chuck D111'ante Anne Zelm an Nancy Hazlett 
AlaD Matsuoka Jinny Nathans Maril yn Meicer 
~m Jll'UC8 Fr ancoise Rosser Barb:1r a saunders 
JOOD ManifOld Mar gar et Holt Fay Shapiro 
steve Lamotte Susan Le Fevre Ellen Keeser 
Josh Farber D'Ve r a Cohn Jane Friedman 
RUth Garms Dorothy Silver Alice Weber 
stePhaJIIe Tram dack Kathy Anderson Pam Anderson 
oavtd EsPO v era Balshaw Linda Gaudiani 
Meda}lang Mary Wor kman Michelle Freeman 
sartlra Sindell Terry Schmertz G. Lesley Comassar 
Sblfley Mandfield Janer Haas J. Airo-Farulla 
J)lllla L. vogel Eileen Bordmaro R. Herron 
Christine Darby c.s. Blumenthal Stephanie M. Tashjian 
claudia Resch Gilda Teixido Joyce Gallagher 
sari scott Madeleine Denko Howard Stone 
Christen Frothingham Kath a Levine Virginia Gilpatric 
Nora Lavori Martha Ransohoff Kathleen J. Hartford 
carol Jcfulson Tamsen Fuller Diana J. Lipton 
ChristOPher Laquer Julia L. Kagan Mark Laichtman 
seth Flnklestein Cathy Lawson Silvia M. Arrom 
'lberesa Kardos Rebecca crumlich Ellen Fernandez 
/elm w. Rogers Christina E rickson Janet Fink 
Andrew M. Irving John L. P rice Marilyn Mot !:o 
Robin Schauffler Mary s t arkweather sara Chilton 
ADD stokes Elisa Spurhs Margaret Brown 

!cPARATIONS answe r ed if we just step up our programs 
of social service and soci<~l reform. we 

(Continued from page 1) are called on to support THEIR program, 
to yield to them some of the economic 

:!imlDated against. Even if we didn' t owe powe r we have. This is not · easy for 
:s, we would want therrr to have it. Friends, or, I suppose, anyone else. 
l secood point is th2t the Manifesto is When these points have been agreed to, 

:x saying , .. do something for us." It there rem ain mechanical questions of how 
Jsaying "We blacks intend to do some- much money, how to pry it loose from otl)_er 
~. and need the wherewithal. Give us commitments, and whom to pay? In facing 

,~r.'' The challenge will not have been the last question we turn our attention back 

SHOULD A FRESHMAN REQUEST A II S DEFERMENT? 
Local Selective Service boards are required by law to grant an undergraduate 

rho Is under 24 and who is "satisfactorily pursuing a fulltime course of study" 
an Sdeferment IF that student requests this deferment. 

The student MUST RE QUEST, a II-S deferment. He may do this by writing 
a personal letter to his local board OR by fill ing out SSS Form 104 (available 
in the Registrar 's Office). 

Whichever of these alternatives he chooses, he MUST also ask the Registrar 
lo file SSS Form 109 (giving pr oof of his fulltime attendance at Haverford) with 
~ appropriate local board. 

iludents are reminded that upon requesting and receiving a 11-S undergraduate 
defermen4 they: 
(l) Lose their eligibility for a I -S classification (temporary deferment for the 

remainder of any academic year) at any time AFTER they complete their 
undergraduate studies. 

(2) Lose their eligiblity for a rn-A (fatherhood) deferment at any time, except 
for extreme hardship to dependents. 

(3) Remain eligible to be drafted until their 35th birthday (although in practice 
men are not being call ed for induction after their 26th birthday). 

students may wish to exhaust other alternatives to requesting a II-S deferment in 
~~~r not to suffer the penalties of the U-S deferment. An advisory notice of the 
~leetlve Service Law Reporter states: ''A registrant who is a student might well 
COOSider asking for other classifiction than U-S and exhausting his appeal rights 
~ith respect to them before asking for a U-S." Even after ~uch a procedure, t~e 
e>:al board would still be required to grant the student a II- S 1f he then requests It. 
~ents have asked about their chances of being drafted if they do NOT request 

a. D·Sdeterment and have no other means of being deferred. A letter from the Na
tiooaJ Headquarters of the Selective Ser vice System to the Dean of students' Of
lice states: 

Students who do not r equest a student deferment will not receive one. 
Unless they are deferred on other grounds they will be ordered to report for 
Induction in their turn, according to age, 'after reaching age 19 .. · It is very 
Possible for a 19 year old to be ordered for induction. If he were at that 
hme a full time satisfactor y student, it is true that he would be eligible 
for Class 1- S (C). However, having once had this class ification, he can never 
have it again. It is a one time asset, which he might need at a later .tim~, 
U he_j_ost his n-s defe rment due to a shortage of credits, interruption m 
~dies, or any other r eason . • . Under present conditions, it is unlikely that 

student could get through an undergraduate program without a deferment. 
It Is our opinion that a Fr eshman student should request a II-S deferment, 

liNLESS· 
(!) F~r any reason, he does not expect to r emain in school after his Freshman 

Year. 
(2) He has r eason to believe that he meets the requirements for a disqualifying 

draft classification, such as 4-F, 1 Y, and others. . .. 
ca~ents are reminded that a 1-0 or 1 A-0 (con~cientiou~ obJectors) classifl-

does not disqualify one from required (alternative) service. . 
Greg Kannerstem 

Freshman Advisor 

Jeneba Stewart James L. Irby Jim westmore 
Deborah Weinberger Jerry Anderson Vernon Hodges 
Cricket Tordiglione Jack Sim_ons Gary Berkovitz 
Patchecole Poindexter David Rose Leonard M. Hummel 
Kathleen LaPiana Ben Heritage Bob Atwood 
Paul F. Hensley Bill Inslee Richard H. Spady 
Jeanne Ireland Ori z. Soltes Charles J. Heaton, Jr. 
Goodwin c. Schaefer Bill Tronzo H. Scott Wallace 
Leslie E. Wilson Jay Smith Alexander D. Hancock 
Judi Resnik sam Foley David Simmons 
Andy Balter Bob Wells Mark Scherzer 
Wendy Pollock Jon Ives H. Beatty Wilson 
Sandy Baum Don Berry P. Knox Scheffler, Esq. 
sue Gilbert Steve Callahan Orlando J. Hernandez 
Bruce Iacobucci David Zeller Robert G. Schwartz 
Richard Siluk Robert Ingram J. Michael Kelkerer 
Geoffrey K. Hurley Allan Wolfe Phillip Greene 
Bradley Wolfe Dabid Emanuel Richard Shelgren 
John L. Allen Jeanne Lunin Tom Travisaro 
David Hamilton Keir Sawicki owen Rascoe 

- sam Louie Elizabeth Lehr John Shaffer 
Chris Lu Martha Brown Edward Yavitz 
Stephen Form an Pat Weightman Tom Schille 
Philip Palade Renee L. Bowser Kit Konolige 
wes Horner Lois W. Burleigh George Cronin 
James Emmons Martha c. Pennington Michael Hoeflich 
Dan Gordon Noel Tyson John Morse 
Steve Marrison Connie Scofield Daniel w. Jenkins 
Jeff spelber Ellen Dolnansky Robert Bohrer 
Arthur Lovie Bath Backer A. Kenneth Edelston 
Jeffrey Shl ar Andrea Heaps Steven E. Miller 
Arun Das steven Meltzer Michael H. Goldman 
Peter J. Ewell Henry Hallett Wm. Mervin Thomas 
steve Zukin William Hawey Joyce Reimherr 
Robert Satoloff Lee Ballard Roger Director 
David Oran Jim Bowleng Julia Lewis 
sally Leach Jim steptoe Vicki van Deusen 
Vega Lelire Charles O'Connell Nancy Meiselas 
Stephen Shapiro Edward zubrow Lian Mattingly 
Sharon Wolf Craig Lambert Mary Hediger 
R. Thompson Wright Jeffrey Kao Amy Boss 
John Bakke Michael Hurwitz Tina Potter 
Sally Harrison Steve Langley J. Kristin Hedges 
David Gibbs Glenn Hines susan Brand 
Jeffrey B. Barden Robert G. Smith 

to BEDC itself. Who is it? What does 
it represent'? Here we can no longer 
ignore its self-declaration in the Black 
Manifesto, but we must take into account 
also what we know of the people who lead 
it, the history of the movement, and the 
positions un it which have been taken by 
other spokesmen for the black community. 
If in the end we had to decide that BEDC 
is not a legitimate recipient for repara
tions, we would be faced with a serious 
problem. If we h::- d to decide to whom to 
transfer power, we would in making the 
choice be exercising our power, not giving 
it up. Our role ought not to be to have our 
finger in the competition between different 
centers of black leadership. 

The mistake which I hope we can avoid 
would be letting doubts of this kind turn us 
away from our responsibility. We have 
within us enough unchristian tendencies to
wards self-righteousness, towards holding 
onto what we have, towards wanting to con
trol, that it will be a signific2nt step for
ward if we accept the principle of being 
open, of giving, trusting, sharing leader
ship. Let us state clearly that this is what 
we intend to do on a large scale as the way 
opens. When we know that we are united 
in the will to put the economic -resources 
of our meetings into the hands of the lib
eration movement, we can hope that the in
genuity and wisdom to do it right will come 
to us. 

New Direction 
Clothing 

for Insubordinate 
Iconoclasts and 

Their Lovers 

\J ~ II~~ U, , , ~ ,. , 
p 776 LANCASTER AVE., BRYN MAWR 

Open 11-7 - Wed., Fri. 11-9 

epk ae1/. ~ee~ 
~~ SPORTSWEAR ., 

& 
ACCESSORIES 
FOR MEN & WOMEN 

(Current, But Not Mind Bending) 

346 W. Lancaster Ave., Haverford- Ml 2-2527 
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Viewpoint: • 

Recent Studies of Nonviolence Lend Impetus to Peace Actions 
By Charles Walker 

Gandhi has perhaps fared worse from his 
uncritical admirers than from his detrac
tors. Erik Erikson's new book "Gandhi's 
Truth" could mark a new departure, 
prompting evaluative studies of the inde
pendence movement, the many Gandhian 
campaigns against s ocial evils, and the in
ter-play of perso:~al and political action 
which characterized hi s life. 

It is easy to find aspects of Gandhi's 
life to criticize. Arthur Koestler has per
formed this exercise with dazzling profi
ciency in his debunking article in the New 
York Times Magazine of October 3. 

Erik Erikson is no less qualified than 
Koestler to analyze Gandhi in psycholog
ical terms. His new book suggest s that the 
point is not whether such movers of men 
have weaknesses, foibles, complexes or 
s treaks of perversity. More to the point 
is how these fit into the total pattern of a 
life and what impact this life has on a 
people or a culture. · 

Few Political Studies 
Most college libraries carry numerous 

books on the Russian and Chinese revolu
tions. Seldom do they carry more than a 
few, sometimes none, on the Indian inde
pendence movement. Hans Morgenthau told 
me that he knows of no analysis of the in
dependence movement from the perspective 
of realpolitik. He ,~,Juld add that scarcely 
anyone has studied the impact of Gandhi 
or the independence struggle on other anti
colonial movements of the time. 

In the United States, it can be argued that 
Gandhi's influence was felt more profoundly 
in the peace movement than in the civil 
rights movem<mt. (The story of the inter
action of the two movements has yet to be 
told.) Non-violence has provided the link: 
as a tool of analysis and insight, a mode 
of struggle, and an operational discipline. 

Sectarian Assumptions 

Until recently, studies of violence, no 
less than of nonviolence, have characteris
tically proceeded from sectarian as
sumptions, or provided the occasion to as
sert them, whether in religious or political 
terms. In the 1960's more analytic work 
has appeared, impelled by the social con -
flict and turmoil of this decade. In turn, 
such material can help the s tudent of non · 
violence move beyond the vapid general
izing and strident moralizing which dis
figure so much of the literature. 

Immediate tasks await the trained analyst 
and writer. For example, in the develop 
ment stage is a project for thinking through 
an alternative foreign policy for canada 
which would involve a threefold thrust: 
(1) unilateral disarmament -- the army's 
main function now is keeping United States 
from getting unduly upset (2) working 
through the immediate problems this would 
precipitate with the · U.S. and others (3) 
developing a nonmilitary international 
peacekeeping capability. 

Experimental 'Peace Force' 

If the United States and the Soviet Union 
continue to move toward organizing a United 
Nations "peace force'· to isolate and in
sulate conflicts, expecially in the Third 
World, the opportunity may come faster 
than many think to launch an experimental, 
nonmilitary peacekeeping task force more 
serviceable to those working for both peace 
and basic change. 

Another study, authorized by the War 
Resisters International held at Haverford in 
August, will examine several organizational 
patterns for international nonviolent action. 
More than a dozen such actions, have been 
carried out in recent years; even the des
criptive facts are hard to come by, let 
alone individual or comparative analysis. 

On the domestic scene, the field oftrain
ing for nonviolent direct action needs to be 
explored and delineated, An immediate 
task is to sort out what in the training 
enterprise can be attributed to training, or 
to organizational requirements, or to the 
dynamics of nonviolent action. Gandhi be
lieved training was essential, even cru
cial; his experience can provide many 
helpful guidelines. 

The pervasive rhetoric of violence cannot 
obscure the fact that violence is still mar
ginal to the main thrust of key social move
ments: the student revolt, countless ef
forts in community organizing and the 
movement against the war in Vietnam. 

The Haverford Colloquium is itselftesti-
mony to the growing r ecognition that 
more resources of mind, time and money 
are being allocated to such matters. 

On the other hand, had Gandhi lived to 
attain his lOOth birthday thi s past Oct. 2, 
I doubt if he would b e attending a con
ference or a celebration. More likely, 
he would be found in s ome Indian village, 
or a mis ~ion of service and compassion, 
faithful to his conviction that ordinary 
people are capable of rising to extra
ordinary heights. 

the 

'\Nonviolence: The American 
E:.xperience" 

Speech By Narasimhan 
In Haverford Collection 
Opens Gandhi Symposi urn 

By Pete Rozenthal 

The honorable C. v. Narasimhan, chief 
of the UN cabinet and Deputy Adminis
trator for the UN, Development Program, 
opened the five day public conference at 
Haverford in celebration of the lOOth anni 
versary of Mohand as Gandhi' s birth with a 
Collection lecture entitled, "Gandhi's En
during Legacy'' 

In his speech, Narasimhan spoke of what 
he felt were Gandhi's most important qua
lities: that he actually practiced what he 
preached; that ''he taught that ends and 
means went together," and that ''it was 
no good to say that the ends justified the 
means-each was important in itself," and 
his unwavering belief in the human being, 
in the •lfiumanness of the human being," 
the "sanctity of human life,'' and the 
"perfectability of human life." Narasimhan 
said that Gandhi's appeal to humaness was 
the secret of his success. 

Gandhi valued fearlessness and insight 
greatly, said Narasimhan, believing that it 
was the combination of these qualities 
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Community Con,erns 

Committee 
The Community Concerns Committee 

is charged to advise the Administration 
on the College ' s relations with outside 
groups. In order to plan our workload, 
we would appreciate receiving from you 
any statements of concern for matt~rs 
that may require our attention during this 
academic year. Please submit them in 
WRITING to the chairman, Preston Rowe. 

that made it possible for him to convert 
so many Indians t o his cause. 

According to Narasimhan, the three prin
ciples which Gandhi respected most were 
truth, non-violence and celibacy, truth in 
the absolute sense, non-violence as being 
the "love and compassion" for others and 
celibacy being "purity in thought, word and 
deed." 

"It it seemed that Gandhi was like no 
other man," Narasimhan said, " it is good 
to remember that he began as any other 
man," that "his life was one long example 
of the triumph of mind over matter. · · 

Narasimhan concluded his remarks with 
a summary of Gandhi' s goals: freedom from 
want, freedom fr om fear and freedom of 
spirit, He believed in only one god-truth. 
"(Sod is truth and truth is god." 

--Phot o by T. R obbie Anderson 

C. V. Narasimhan, chief of the cabinet of the 
United Nations and deputy director of the 
U . ~. Asian d evelopment program spoke ~n 
"Gandhi's Enduring Legacy" Tuesday m 
Collection as the initial speaker in 
Haverford's Gandhi Colloquium. 
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From the pen of Bapu (Gandhi): 

"Every good movement passes through five stages· indiff . . 
"All reforms owe their origin to the initiatio f · . . ~re~ce, nd1cule, abuse, repression and respect." 
"What would it profit a man if he gained then; r~~~ontles m _opposition to majorities." 
"The weak can never forgive For i . 0 . ut lost h1s soul?" 
"C" "I" t. . h . g veness IS the attnbute of the strong " 

1v1 1za 10n, m t e real sense of the term · · · 
"The test of orderliness in a country is not ctohnslsts nbeot m th~ multiplication but . . . in the reduction of wants" 
"L t f G d d e num r of millionaires ·t b · e us ear o an we shall cease to fear man." I owns, ut the absence of starvation among its masses." 

1~1 n ~U.:S.~. ~P=ea~ce~AA~o=¥=e~m~e~n~t~s==~~~~~========~P=at~ie~nre=,=P~er~~=rv~er~an~reJ, 
follow Gandh i'~ Non¥iolence Commitment Emphasized 

By Pete Rosenthal structured until the Rev. John Holmes in 8 Q • f S • k 
l!l.Cbal'les Chatfield, Pr~fessor_ of his- 1926 ?ropounded Ghandi's doctrines to the y rgamzer 0 trl e 

,, at Wittenberg University, pomted to Am:ncan public from his pulpit and in 
';11!!1a GbaDdi as a major force in the articles in a national publication "Unity 
Jl.o • 1 t · t Magaz· " H 1 ' );elopment of non-V10 en res1s ance me. o mes proclaimed that Ghandi 
• 1tment 1n the U.S. in a lecture given had tr~sformed an idealistic concept of 
;lg(ies Auditorium on Oct. 8. peace_ mto a politically relevant factor. In 
ibe afternoon discussion centered on ~hatfield's words, "Holmes offered asser-
, ~reets which the success of Ghandi's bon of the effectiveness of non-violence 
•'J·violent resistance in India had on the and Ghandi was the name of that assertion.': 

1
;11011ment of peace movements in the Thd~ lecturer also elaborated on the ex-

l li.~S. pan mg role of non-violent thought before 
1secood unannounced guest, Mr. David and during World War II and in the current 
tReyll(ids, staff member of the War Re- civi_l rights movement. Both of these, es-
i:$'S LeagUe, expanded on Chatfield's re- ~ c1ally the period before the war, were 
;J!Is. McReynolds concentrated primar- mstrumental in involving students in the 
)oo tbelnfluenceofnon-violent resistance social crisis of the time. 
~ tUl'rent problems, pr imarily the new left This involvement has remained a major 
~I movement and the civil rights factor until today. 

:rl!O'Iersy. 
Bdh McReynolds and Chatfield left the 
~1eners with the thought that today the 
:ilil bas started to turn from non -violent 
lllstance t!7Nard militancy. 
~ hls earller discussion of the historical 
11lgroond Chatfield mentioned that peace 
:~were of minor significance un
~ tt ootbreak of the first world war, when 
~ial reformers united against war intself 
;acause at social injustice and a threat 
. ~raJ reform. Actions were loosely 

[olfoquium Chief 
roresees Return 
~f Nonviolence 

By Kit Konolige 

Charles C. Walker is them an responsible 
: most of the protr acted planning needed 
- ~tup tbls week~ Ghandi Colloquium . He 
~ OOe!t the director of the Gandhi collo
:Jni since Its inception a year ago. At the 
. :e he was secretary of the Gandhi cen
::lly Committee, USA, which was seeking 
·'~ fora proposed regional meeting. When 
;;erford College provided the site Walker 
•<me the Colloquium's director ~.vorking 
:JJ,>b the College's Center for Nonviolent 

--Photo by Alan Matsuoka 

Charles Chatfield, speaking on "Nonviolence 
in the U.S. Peace Movements." 

l::ruct Resolution. 
, 11~ funds for the Colloquium from the 
~m Pyle Ph1llips Fund, Walker has 
• ilbt t~ether an extraordinary range of 
•'tltlpants with many differing political 
!~s. 

Charlie Walker, who has coordinated Gandhi Colloquium. 
--Photo by Theodore Hetzel 

1 Star Visitor 

~~~ tbe star visitor is Narayan De
"' • F4J of Gandhi's secretary, who 
:i1ld from India for the Colloquium 
;:_ by the Sociology dept. Desai and 
~ on...~ friends of some years' stand
~~ first met at a conference in 
:-. and renewed their acquaintance 

1 ~ ~went to India in 1963 to study 
~ method o! training for non-

~ Yislt of De . :''l!!ftt1! t s ru , who is studying at 
:'!!! Ia or a month as a Philips lec
lt, ~soetology, has paid added divi

:'t(Qe to helPed Persuade Cesar Chavez 
:~-.Haverford for last TUesday's 

B!Jard Rustin ~ Pests is another of the well-
:' Walker has procured for the 
~ They were colleagues in many 
:)~1 W~tion Projects. Rustin was 
,11 lila r says, "because however 
-~tics be m: dis agree with his present 
:.!~ In th longs to the story of non-

e recent past., 

Founding Member 

I Walker is hi 
~"tory fl ~self quite a figure in the 
~~ 0<:'D·Vtolence in the recent past. 
,;~8 !romWI~ _h~s ·conversion in the late 
~ has hvmg'' to " being awake", 
~r :n involved L'l a h:wildering 

Variety of "non-violent ac-

tions." 
There is scarcely a single facet of the 

non-violent movement in this country in the 
past three decades that Walker has not 
had some hand in. He has been at various 
times an author (QUAKERS AND THE 
DRAF'J',_''Organizing for Nonviolent Direct 
Actions''), an editor (LIBERATION maga
zine), and a founding member and organi
zer of a myriad of non-violent groups, 
especially within the Society of Friends. 

He has, in other words, taken part in 
each of what he would consider the three 
levels of a movement that's going on right 
here and now.'" 

Return of Nonviolence 
walker sees the return of non-violence 

to a pre-eminent position in reform move
ments. "If you spend your time running 
from the cops, you can't change any
thing,' ' he says. He also expects the 
non-violent movements to effect a closer 
alliance with those who have similar goals, 
regardless of the past actions or words. 

The role of Gandhian thought in the non
violent movement is of great importance, 
Mr. Walker feels. Indeed, he thinks that 
"you cannot understand the twentieth ceo
tory without coping with Gandhi." There 
seems to be, he notes, a trend tow ard 
more objective and sustained studies of 
Gandhi and his methods and away from 
considering him "'either simply a politician 
or simply a saint.'' 

The separate non-violent move-
meuts must and will consolidate, Mr. Wal
ker feels, and than "conduct a non-viol-

lent revolution.'' 
Mr. Walker has no such clear vision of 

his own future. ':The Colloquium ends 
on October 15th,' he says, "and I don 't 
know what I'll be doing on the - 16th." His 
tentative plans include a book on 
the Colloquium "if it warrants one." 

Street Speaking 
On Sunday, Oct. 121 at7p.m,therewill 

be a short but important meeting in Hall 
107 for all students and faculty inter
ested in doing street speaking on the 
morning of Oct. 15th. 

There will be a brief street-speaking 
training session before Oct. 15th, plans 
for which will be discussedSundaynight. 

Canvassing 
People who are eager to help with 

door-to-door canvass ing in the Main 
Line area on the morning of Morator
ium Day, October 15th, should contact 
Joyce Reimherr, 62 Lloyd, MI 2-7329, 
or Rich Miller, 34 Jones, MI 9-3497, 
soon. Pax nobiscum. 

Interfaith Lecture 
"Modern sexuality: Male and Female 

created He Them'', the first Interfaith 
Lecture, will be given Monday, Oct. 13 
at 8 p.m. in the Common Room at Bryn 
Mawr. Chaplain John Boyles will speak 
on what it means to be male or female 
in modern society. 

cesar Chavez came to Haverford on TUes
day and paid tribute to the impact of Gand
hi on his own life and thought. 

Chavez, who made a special stop at Hav
erford as part of his Eastern tour andHav
erford'.s Gandhi colloquium, approved 
the Mahatm a's dictum that nothing impor
tant is achieved without direct action. Cit
ing the case o! strikers who have marched 
12 hours a day for the past four years, the 
farm workers' organizer stressed the need 
for patience and perseverance. 

"Effective nonviolence means aggresive 
action against injustice and for change, 
Those who take up violence immediately find 
themselves on the defensive: how to keep 
this man out of jail or protect that man 
from danger. Before long the basic issues 
take second place to defining the move
ment." 

Chavez also emphasized commitment. He 
said that the four-year-old movement would 
~ontinue for yea.rs, if necessary. 'fNot un
til many more people are willing to go all 
the way will they make a difference· then 
you'll see changes," he predicted. ' 

Three boxe s passed around Roberts Hall 
toward the end of his talk, which received 
a standing ovation, netted $170 in contri
butions for the grape strike. 

Centennial s,hedule 
Friday, Oct 10 

4:15p.m.: "Nonviolence Under Fire,' by 
T. Y. Rogers Jr., of the southern Christian 
Leadership Conference. Stokes Aud. 

8 p.m.: A panel chaired by Prof. A. Paul 
Hare, Haverford will discuss "Non
violent Action and community conflict." 
Panelists are: T. Y. Rogers; Martin Op
penheimer, author of "The Urban Guerilla ·' 
Miss Hope Lopex, of the Phila. - N. 1J, 
area staff of the Grape strike and Boy
cott; Rudolph Tolbert, chairman of the 
Northwest Tenants' Organization (Phila) • 
stokes Aud. 
Saturday, Oct. 11 

10 a.m.: ·"Violence, Nonviolence and the 
University," by Harris Wofford. Roberts 
Hall. 

2 p.m.: A panel chaired by Haverford 
Professor William Davidon will discuss 
"Civil Disobedience." Panelists are George 
Willoughby and Anthony Avirgan, Phila. 
Resistance. Stokes Aud, 

4 p.m.: A panel including Narayan Desai 
and Prof. Jerre Mangione, University of 
Pennsylvania will discuss "The Builder 
and the Resister' • Stokes Aud. 

8 p.m.: "Can Gandhi's Methods be Em
ployed Today?" by Prof. Amiya Chakra
varty, former associate of Gandhi, Stokes 
AUd. 

Sunday, Oct. 12 
3 p.m.: "The Art of the Impossible", 

by Prof. Milton Mayer, of the University 
of Massachusetts, authority on passive re
sistance in czechoslovakia. Stokes Aud, 
Wednesday, Oct. 15 

8 p.m.: "Gandhi and America,u by Bay
ard Rustin. Roberts Hall, 

Prof. Amrya Chakravarty 
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Stokes. 

will speak 
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More NEWS 
(Cont inued from page I) 

public opposition to the war." 
Since 1966, A FSC has carried on a 

relief program in Quanq Ngai, South 
Vietnam, consisting of a day-care 
center for refugee children and a 
prosthetics clinic. AFSC has also 
offered medical aid to civilians in 
North Vietnam and in territories 
held by the NLF. 

Advising 

tary of the Quaker organization, 
s tated, ' 'Like many other groups and 
individuals concerned about the pro 
longation of the war in Vietnam, 
AF SC has been watching to see how 
the new Administration will advance' 
it s announced intention of bringing 
the war to an early end. The summer 
i s over, and seeing no substantial 
change, the Board of Directors of 
AFSC has decided that it is now again 
timely to join other Americans in 

Self Gov President Faith Greenfield, 
curriculum Committee chairman 
Clarissa Rowe have matched various 
upperclassmen who are willing to 

· · · ·· · · ··· · ·· · · ·· 

r------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 

For the taste you never, 
get tired of. 

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 

THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-

'' 

HEADQUARTERS 
FOR 

COLLEGE 
CHECKING 
ACCOUNTS 

6 6 6 6 THEBRYNMAWRTRUSTCOMPANY 
• ' Bryn Mawr Haverford Oakmont Wayne 

Member FDIC 

share the experience they have accu
mulated during their years at Bryn 
Mawr wit.h fN:mmen . 

The advi sor s and the freshmen 
were not matched at random. Miss 
Greenfield and Mis s Rowe sent out 
a questionnaire to each freshman 
girl asking her to lis t the courses 
she is currently taking, the courses 
she plans to take and her possible 
major; after which she was to re
turn the questionnaire to her hall 
president who then began to search 
for an upperclassman with similar 
interests. 

Ideally the two girls will live in 
the same hall and supposedly the ad
visor will not restrict her advice 
to academic matters but will dis 
cuss social and emotional problems 
which may arise as well, and may 
even serve as an intermediary be
tween the freshman and a particular 
teacher or dean. 

This year's freshmen are the first 
to participate in this new advising 
venture at Bryn Mawr. A group of 
freshmen and upperclassmen will 
evaluate the program later in the 
year. 

Plenary Session 
The plenary session oftheHaver

ford Honor council, setfor last SUn
day at 4 p.m., was cancelled due 
to a lack of a quorum of 260. It 
will be held in Februar y instead. 

There was a general consensus 
at the meeting that the College should 
not be committed as a unit to a posi
tion on the war. There was further 
agreement that a mere cancellation 
of classes on the 15th would be an 
unproductive and useless gesture. 
Few alternative measures were Pro
posed, and the only concrete result 
of the meeting was the scheduling 
of another meeting on the 15th 
to decide what positive action against 
the war should be taken by the student 
body in the next month. U- L,_ __________ _J 

LANNO ~'S pictu re framing 
PRINTS- Fme Arts Reproductions 

Paintings Cleaned & Restored 
Mirrors Resilvered 

1007 LANCASTER AVE NUE 
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 LA 5,4526 

FOREIGN SERVICE 
Written Examination for Officers U.S. Foreign Service, Department of State 
and U.S. Information Agency, scheduled December 6, 1969. Seek 
particularly candidates with backgrounds in: 

ECONOMICS, ADMINISTRATION and PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Deadline for Application 

OCTOBER 24, 1969 
Write: College Relations, BEX/CR, Department of State, 

Washington, D.C. 20520 for applications. 

ver • 
I 

BOT SIDPPIS 
IISTADIANTS 
HAVERFORD 
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forlh Star : 
(Continued from page 3) 
Mawr too has a c ommWlist on the 

srYD After three weeks the walls are 
!acultl'· ding and life goes on. I, for one, ;till : Herbert Aptheker's course is the 
lblnk 1 class I have ever taken. I have 
!flltes ved instructed, enlightened and 
~n ~0 s~dy more. Yet this man has 
~!led ~~ In -a college before because 
~er 
~ anu-com:nunism. 

smoke Screen 

).nU·communism is wron~ for civil lib-
1 rtaJ1all reasons, for revolutionary reasons 
1 f r manY reasons. But mainly it is a 
-O k th ote screen for the attac on e progres-
o:nve torces which does not and never has 
~ Jr.ed solve the real problems of the 
~trY, problems like Wlemployment and 
iJU atlon and racism. The growth of the 
~~ and anti-communist assault must 

I ~ st~· It must not be permitted to 
~ tecome rampant. These things must 
re uniirstood because the real threat to 
~ country 1s not the left - the left is 
!!eking schools and housing and a say for 
~ peq~le. It Is th~ right, which s ays, 
.~~at's good for business is good for Am-

I rtca.'' But the war in Vietnam, the ex
:'!ltaUon of resources, inflation, pol
~ 00 •• these things are not good for 
Jmerlca. 

Let Angela Davis· teach. Not just be-
~use she is qualified or because she is 
t~ek. Let her teach because America 
ean not survive another · repression of 
~ torees seeking to make it a 'healthy 
~ace to llve. 

HARD TO GET RECORDS 

I 
I -

FAST SPECIAL 
ORDER SE:RVICE 

RECORDS MAILED 
LARGE SELECTION 
4, 8 & CASSETTE 

CARTRIDGES 
PRE-RECORDED TAPE 

BRYN MAWR RECORD SHOP 
(formttly Rittenhouse Record Shop) 

1026 LANCASTER AV. 

527-1175 

~----------------------------

!HONDA 
I 
I 
I 

AUTHORIZED DEALER 
• !T~TE INSPECTION • PARTS • SERVICE 
• Com~ete Lines Accessories • Mini Bikes 

'V1sit Our New Modern Showroom 
Om 100 Cycles Always In Stock 

Financing A'failabfe 

TR 2.-8806 
~I CHEIHR PK. Eddystone 

(OPPOSITE CHESTER PK. DRIVE-IN) .............. _______________________ , 

BRYN MAWR RADIO & 
TELEVISION CENTRE, Inc. 
1016-18 LANCASTER AVE. 

BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA 
PHONE: LA 5-6300 

Magnavox - Zenith - Fisher 
General Electric - Sylvania 
KLH - Mcintosh - Sony 

Viking- Harman Kardon - Garrard 
Dynaco - Tawdberg - Dual 

Ampex - Bozak 

SWARTZ CAMERA 
SHOP 

Black & White 
and Color Film 

Processing 

319 W. LANCASTER AVL 

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News 

Board To Oversee Production: 

Nickel Named Yearbook Head 
Tom Nickel has been selected Editor

in-Chief of the 1970 yearbook, Senior class 
president Chris Dunne has announced. 
Nickel will be assisted by a five-man 
editorial board, instead of the usual bevy 
of "assistant editors". DWlne, who made 
all staff appointments after conferring 
with Nickel, gave this reason for the change: 
"Too often in the past, the work load has 
fallen on two, or even one, persons. Under 
this set-up, each member of the editorial 
board will have perso~al responsibility 
over one single facet of the operation." 

The five are Fran Conroy, Peter Ewell, 
Jeremy Nicholson, Tom Thompson, and John 
Kluge. The managing editor, who will 
serve as Nickel's ''hatchet man'', will be 
Bob Linn. The other two chiefs appointed 
by DWlne are Hank Berliss as business 
manager, and Art Louie, a veteran of three 

years of yearbook photography, as photo 
editor. All nine of these original staff 
members are seniors. 

Dunne said that his appointing the staff 
was an undesirable set-up. "The staff 
should be selected from within, not by a 
class officer,'' he said. One goal of this 
year's operation will be to groom an Wl
derclassman - from any class - to take 
over management for the 1971 edition be
fore this school year is out. 

The staff is thus searching for eager 
underclassmen not only because the chiefs 
outnumber the Indians by 9-0 so far, but 
also to get a head start in formulating 
the next yearbook. Those interested in 
working on the book should see Nickel soon, 
advised Dunne. Staff meetings are expected 
within the week, followed by a head-first 
plunge into the work. 

HAVERFORD HOTEL 
Montgomery Ave. At Gray's Lane 

Haverford, Penna. Ml 2-0947 

Dining Room 

Elegant New Decor 
Completely Renovated 

~ocktail Lounge Rooms 

Page 15 

BMC Paychecks 
Checks in payment for all Bryn Mawr 

campus jobs will be issued every two 
weeks beginning Friday October 10. Each 
check will cover all hours reported by 
employers as of 5 p, m. the previous Mon
. day. Checks may be picked up and cashed 
at the Business Office in Rockefeller 
Basement all day Friday and 1:30 ·2:30 
Monday through Thursday. (The Comp
troller' s Office will be cashing only per
sonal checks this year.) 

It is imperative that all students who 
plan to work submit a completed W-4 
form for tax purposes, Those who have 
not done so should see Miss Gault at the 
Career Planning and Placement Office, 
Taylor. Students will not be paid until 
this form is received. 

Anyone who has questions or com
plaints should see the Student Payroll Su
pervisors, Marie Hambalek and Deborah 
Chadwick, at the Comptroller's Office, 
10-12 on TUesdays or 3-5 on Fridays, 

ARDMORE 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Mon.- Sat. 8:30-5:30 
Wed. & Fri. 8:30-9:00 

Auto Parts Distributor 
Equipment & Supplies 

_, 

We'll send you the $1.69 size of Playtext 
first-day™ tampons for only 50¢. 

You get more than two months' supply free. 

There's no other tampon like 
Playtex. Outside, soft and s ilky, 
not cardboardy. Inside, so extra 
absorbent, it even protects on 
your first day. That's why we 
call it the first-day tampon . 

In every lab test against the 
old cardboardy kind, the 

Playtex tampon was always 
more absorbent. Actually 45% 
more absorbent on the average 
than the lead ing regular 
tampon because of the unique 
way it's made. Actually adjusts 
to you. Flowers out, fluffs out, 
protects every inside 

inch of you. 
Once you try it, we think 

you'll love it. That's why we're 
making you this special "two· 
months free" offer. 

So go ahead. Use the coupon 
and get more than two months' 
supply free. 

• se of ten t ampons per mon th. •eased on the average ,::.:,n...!.~-------------------------, 
r Here's 50¢ tor my more than two months' supply of Playtex tampons. 

Send in a plai n brown wrapper, please. 

0 Regular 0 Super 

Name----------------~(~pl~ea-se-p~<i~nt'l ----------------------

Address--------------------------------

City State Zip __ _ 

Mail coupon to: International Playtex Corporation, . Dept. WV, 350 
Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001. Of~er exp1res December 
31, 1969. Please allow four weeks for delivery. 

L ---------------------------J t;;::;: 15 the trademark of International Playtex Corp., Dover, Del. C 1969 lnternetional Playtel( Corp. 



we talked, my love, of the world's past 
wars, and also 

Of the daily shootings, woundings, dress 
ings, and mendings 

Of our gaily spraypainted cardboard selves. 
Of looking always into the mirror's battle-

ground, on which 
March one two three or more in a row 
Toy soldiers to be placed on a child's 
Brand new, Christmas-wrapped cardboard 

stage. 
(Oh, to be a child, and not once to notice 
How seldom the soldiers laugh, or even 

smile,) 
And then I took you, my love, and feeling 
Your more than cardboard self about me, 

(was it real?) 
And forgetting however many soldiers in 

a row, 
(Just for a moment) 
I kissed you, 

By Dave Espo 

He's Home 
He's home. Mankind's many millionth 
Boy man to go forth and to fight 
For his always right country's might 
Is home from his war to see his 

Parents who naturally are 
very happy and glad and thrilled 

That their only boy man went forth 
And did his duty most bravely 

And is back in their care once more. 
Nineteen year old fighter of war, 

Shooter of man, winner of peace 
Is home, and all of his old friends 

Look at the bright shining medal 
Perched proudly on his chest and smile, 

And they try to shake hands with the 
Empty sleeve pinned to his shoulder. 

By Dave Espo 

Blues Are Mellow and Cool 
On 'Fathers and Sons' Album 

best cut on the album, "Got My Mojo 
By Bill Levin working". 

f the l·de a of the There are only two cuts on the studio When I first heard o 
part of the album that I really dig. These record album "·Fathers and sons'', I knew 
are "Mean Dispo~ition'' and " TWenty

! wanted to buy it. If you like the sound Four Hours.' ' They are both cool, as op-
of the lineup of musicians, you will like posed to hot blues. But the entir e live 
the album, too. In the fathers cate3ory, part of the aibum is superb. " Long Dis
there are Muddy Waters and Otis Spann. tance call," "Baby, Please Don' t Go," 
And for the sons, Mike Bloomfield, Paul and '' The same Thing" are all good, and 
Butterfield, sam Lay, Buddy Miles and Don- ''Got My Mojo working," of cour se , is in 
ald ' Duck" Dunn. a class of its own. This is the l ast cut, 

This album, on the Chess label, is a two or really the last two cuts on the album. It 
record set. The first two sides were is done in a less frantic way than on the 

~ recorded in a studio in April, 1969. The Paul Butterfield firs t album. 
last two sides were recorded live at some- Muddy wate rs is super b on vocals 
thing called "The Super Cosmic Joy-scout throughout the album. The other gre ats 
Jamboree,' ' in Chicago, of all places, in are Paul Butterfield, Otis Spann, and sam 
April 1969. Lay, but what do you expect? In addition, 

The studio part of the set is excellent- Mike Bloomfield appe ars to have gr own up 
ly engineered and recorded. The sound is one hell of a lot since " SUper session." 
not quite as good on the live por tion, but Actually, there is no way to compare 
it is no~ poor quality in any case. However, this record with "Super Session' ' or "The 
I prefer the two live s ide s because the group Live Adventures of Mike Bloomfield and 
seems to be more together. As in last AI Kooper,'-' for it outclasses them in so 
years Buddy Guy concert, the performers many ways. The only comparison I can find 
are getting something from the audience is to some of Butterfield's' records. This 
as well as giving something to them . is as good if not better technically and is 

In gene-ral, a:I the cuts on this album also more' mellow and ~ool. There is no 
are short (none go over 6minutes)andmost · way to beat this album for an hour's 
of the songs played were written by Me- worth of cool blues. Furthermore, some 
Kinley Morganfield, better known as ~IIddy stores sell it for the price of a single 
waters. This includes what I feel Is the record. so now can you los•J? 

FATHERS AND SONS 

ON THE AISLE, INC. 
AND 

WILLIAM DORR PROD. 

PROUDLY PRESENT 

111M 
PAiNE 

F . 

I killed a man today. 
The only thing I'd hurt before . 
was you one time while making love 
and then I only kissed too hard. 

· Rod McKuen 

BY PAUL FOSTER )/jJJJff 
The off-broadway hit, "Tom Pa ine," will be presented in Robert's Hall on Oct 18 in 
the second installment of the Haverford Art Series. Haverford students will be 
admitted free. Tickets for dates are $3.00, others $3.50, and will be on sale in the 
business office and during lunch this week. 

Orchestra Is Real Trip; 
Togetherness Blows Mind 

By Dardis McNamee 

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford Orche stra 
has come to the attention of certain alarmed 
sources, in r e cent minutes , as the only 
performing body on campus which has 
thrown mor e parties than rehearsals to date. 
However, none of its members, when ques
tioned, were willing to recognize the dis
astrous implications of this situation and 
seemed to be enjoying themselves quite 
shamelessly . . But I had been commissioned 
to report on the New Directions In The 
Orchestra, so I prcceeJed, dauntlessl y, 
about my business. I inquired of one group 
what works they were preparing. 

" It's all about the freed spirit, out
side the body' ' , one girl explained. " You 
know, like astral projection." . 

"Yeah, and all those sensual, erotic 
progressions and slippery chro:n atics," 
went on one breezy and r ather bushy 
young man. ''The colors, man, the pat
terns. This Faure guy was into a re ally 
heavy thing.'' 

Is this what the Sympho~y Orchestra has 
come to, I kept asking myself? Is there 
no bastion of artistic decency remaining? 
With some effort, I peeled myself up off 
the floor and dusted off my bruised 
preconceptions and approached another 
young musician. 

''Excuse me. May I ask you a few ques
tions?" 

"Yes, of course.'' 
"Tell me, first , what you do in the or

chestra." 
" Well, I joined the orchestr a this year 

for the first time and they asked me if I 
would like to run it ." 

"I see, lots of opportunities for ad
vancement.' ' 

''Well, I suppose you could say it that 
way if you like to say th at kind of thing •.. 
But as I was s aying, there is a small group 
of us who pretty much handle things along 
with' our fe arless advisor, and our maestro, 
who is beyond that whole thing.' ' 

"I see, wellJ thank you very much.'' I 
was not altogether sure I had gr asped the 
whole picture of the orchestra's adminis
trative hierarchy, but I had decided, rather 

than get stuck on that question, Iwouldpro· 
ceed with m y inquiry. I asked a ne atly 
gr oomed boy near me which of theworks on 
the group's agenda he enjoyed working on 
espe ci ally. He cle ared his throat: 

" I h ave been most impressed with the 
exquisite, uniquely original dramatic score 
of Donald swan's operetta, 'Perelandra'." 
My suffer ing sensitivities swelled withsat· 
isfaction at his articul ate, relevant reply. 
"That's based on c . s. Lewis's brilliant 
work of science fiction and fantasy.' ' 

"Ye ah it's really spaced out. Man, like 
he has a way with winds that blows your 
mind.'' 

"So you find it asatisfyingpiecetoplay?" 
I inquired fur ther. The s ame enthusiastic 
youth continued." 

"Yeah, man, it's a real trip" .. . He 
paused, thoughtfully, as though he had just 
figured something out. "And we 're going 
on a trip pretty soon, and another triP 
later on. Lots of t r ips. In fact, this 
whole orchestra's a trip. Yes sir, it's 
all a trip , a big expedi tion, all of us to· 
gether. That's the whole thing, we're 
all playing music toge ther , because it 
doesn't work, you know, if it isn't al· 
together. But we ' re going on this trip, all 
of us together. It's a beautiful thing, 
yes sir, a really beautiful thing." · · · 

When I got home 1 immediately put in a 
call to the NEWS and asked them to send 
someone else to find out the facts about the 
Bryn Mawr-Haverford Orchestra because, 
yes I had been there, but I didn 't under· 
stand what I had seen and would be verY 
content to read a resume in the paper in 
the comfort of my living room. 

' Perelandra' 
" Perelandra" will be an adventure. Join 

in the fun. People are needed to make 
flowers masks place lights, build stages, 

' • if ou and do whatever else to help. Or Y 
haven't the time , at least come see it in 
November. 

Sign-up sheets are on the college Theater 
Boar d in Taylor, or on the bulletin bOard 
at the Dining Center . 
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!'Medium Cool' Is Perfect Film 
BY lrv Ackelsberg 

cool' ' is the latest of the new 
''M~umfilms. Like 1'The Graduate", 

!tl;~mmer" , I'Putney Swope", and 
~ Rider", it is the conception of one 
j ~y Is trying to convey a very person-
1:111h0 ge Film has long been a media of 
J~x~ression, but unfortunately it has 
,,'iistl recently that Hollywood has dis
~Y =~s fact. ' "Medium Cool' ' is spec
;<! st because its message, that the cam 
,J, ftr ot be indifferent to its subject, is 
;1.~related to this change in American 
;re~;uY •t . and secondly, because 1 conveys 
•)11!51 

, theme as well. 
•1 an responsible for this masterpiece 
·1MH k~ll Wexler, co-producer, director, 
, as H . A 
;.riJX~rlter, and c.ameraman. e 1s an :-
·~my Award wlnmng photographe ~, but th1 s 
·; rus directing debut. Th~ moVie he has 
· ted Is a powerful expen ence and could 
~e best film of the year. 
~;oa background of the events of summer, 
. ,1 ''Medium Cool" foll ow the work of 

l ·. ~;raman, John, played by Robert Fors
; !t is the story of the changes he under
;;· from the coldly efficient spectator to 
. ..s~nsitive man who cannot sacr ifice his 

l~ty 1n the performance of his job. In 
,1~ntng scene John and his P,artner Gus 
;!!er Bonerz) record a highway accident, 
~ore oolnerlng to call an ambulance . By 
;, lid ci the Paramount film he has ma
~<ei so completely that he deserts hi s cam
il at the Democratic National Convention 
:seudllor a missing boy. 
ruler bas succeeded in merging imag
Hrtly photographed documentary ma

~rill wlth a poignant and per fectly devel-

?Ped chara?ter study. Indeed, everything 
m the moVie fits, from a sequence show
ing the Chicago police training for riot 
duty, to the beautifully sensitive scenes 
showing John's relationship to a young wid
ow and her s on. Everything points to the 
relationship between what we feel and how 
we act , 

Although Wexler's message i s a general 
one, it is especially directed at the news 
media. In the midst of the Chicago bat
tle, police chase away TV men while the 
d~serted demonstrators plead, ' 'NBC, s tay 
'Nlth us !" The movie should have been ded
icated to those brave men from NBC. 

The acting is as perfect as the photog
raphy, and like most of the new movies it 
i s done by unknowns. Forster' s expressions 
are as precise as his camera, yet he skill
fully reveals the emotions that lie hidden , 
Stunning Verna Bloom in her first film pl.:..ys 
the widowed Eileen with innocent charm and 
hones ty. Harold Blankenship as her son is 
equally sincere . 

The film is meant to hurt and it does 
just that. Despite the transition in John, the 
tragic ending directs the film back to the be
ginning, back to an indifferent cameraman • 
In addition, films of Chicago, probably the 
best yet, release much bitterness that has 
been buried by the passage of time. To a 
blind few the impact of 1 'Easy Rider" can 
perhaps be discarded as "just a story," 
But in the case of Wexler's film, it should 
be obvious to the most naive among us that 
it is a lot more than "just a story.'' 

Haskell Wexler has made the job of the 
reviewer a difficult one , There just isn't 
anything wrong with "Medium Cool". It 
should become a classic in years t'! come, 

~ Mountai n of Talent, 

~ock Group is Fast and Flashy 
By Roy Goodman 

llst March Mountain appeared at the 
::ctrtc Factory as a supporting act for 
:1! lfaha1. Last weekend he had top 
i'llg above Lonnie Mack (one of rock's 
:~ guitar virtuosos, and still going 
M€). 
llruntain Is Leslie West, an overweight 

ii·looter whose nickname has a rather 
: ·OOS origin. Formerly lead guitar-

IAtitb a fairly successful band called 
~~Vagrants, he now sings as well and 

1 :~mands a group that includes famed pro
:c!r Felix Pappalardi on bass. 

The talents of West' s supporting mu
'~t!lls became very evident at the 
'1ctory, Pappalardi is an excellent bas
..,i with no intentions of upstaging any
:~ and demonstrated strong vocal abil · 
:!s on two numbers. The new drummer 
<; a tough, busy style and provides a 
~lf beat; the new organist, unfortunately, 
'" drCI.Vneil out most of the time and 
:07ed unadventurous on his one solo. · 

There Is no doubt, however, that West 
•. tte star. He will begin a riff in a 
.:rly normal way only to take it in a to-

1 ~1 ll!lexpected direction, or play unac
:::~ed for several minutes without 

boring anyone (I have heard Jeff Beck 
and Eric Clapton try this and fail.) On 
top of this, West is one of the best singers 
around and a hell of a lot of fun to watch; 
he has the face of a soulful piglet and acts 
out nearly every note he plays. 

That particular concert is over, but 
Mountain's first album remains. West's 
vocals are even better on wax than live, 
and the beat i s more mountainous due to his 
skillfully double -tracked 'rhythm guitar 
work. In concert, West's lead playing is 
fast and flashy; on this album he doesn't 
waste a single note. Pappalardi' s bass 
has s light distortion added for the album, 
and the resulting sound is even more solid 
and heavy than the one he uses in concert. 

All songs are excellent (though some are 
more excellent than others) and range from 
near -- blues to near-country while sharing 
an identifiable group sound. 1This Wheel's 
On Fire" is one of a number of standouts; 
with a heavy, rushed beat, Mountain's ar
rangement fits the lyrics better than The 
Band's version does . 

In short , Mountain is one of the most 
exciting new groups to appear for some 
time, and their album is a fitting debut. 

--Photo by Roy Goodman 

''Mou f I t kend's concert at the 
: M' ntain" West takes off in a soulful moment 0 _a~ ~~e group is one of the 
'(It .. lllennia's man at the scene, Roy Goodman, thtn s 7 e 

exCiting around today. And has Roy ever called a bad one. 

In the opening scene from "Medium Cool" news photographer Robert Forster records 
an auto accident before calling an ambulance. Haskell Wexler's new film from 
Paramount Pictures examines the role of personal involvement and sensitivity in the 
performance of a job. 

Porn Mag 
Gets Laughs 

By Bruce Davidson 

The Haverford College Student Hand
book praises last year's "Whip'' as "a 
celebrated porn mag of the lowest quality' '. 
But accolade upon disgusted accolade has 
not spoiled editor Steve Jones or deterred 
him from his aim of making this year's 
"Whip" a celebrated porn mag of high
est quality. 

Jones sees the ''Whip" as a "lively, 
zestful publication, designed to get away 
from the traditional literary magazine 
image. It is an answer to a pervasive 
joylessness and solemnity that too often 
dominates campus life. When people read 
it last year, they laughed. True, some 
s tudent s didn't appreciate the put-on it 
was and one even went to the extreme 
of going before Student Council and de
manding to know why part of his $35 
unit fee was spent on this trash. "I 
didn't know what he was talking about, 
but we won't be getting any Council funds 
this year," the senior reflected. 

The "Whip is looking for all literary 
and artistic contributions, scatologic and 
otherwise. It particularly needs gross 
limerick writers, Bryn Mawr con
tributors, and a fr eshman co-editor. 

With co · editors Dave Rosen and Dave 
Read. Jone:> plans to publish ai: leas!; 
two i.ssues, one before Christmas. The 
"Whip" will sell for about a nickel, and 

proceeds will go to serendipity Day Camp. 

'The Hustler' 
Heads Film List 

Fri. The Hustler. Classic from Holly-
wood with Paul Newman and Jackie Glea
son. Newman's greatest role yet. 50~ 
admission charge for everyone. (Rob
erts, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.) 

Sat. The Cabinet of Dr. Cabaleri. 
Made in 1920 in Germany, silent. ' 'The 
audience shares the experiences of a 
madman and is carried into a world of 
unreality and escape." One of the first 
attempts at creative and imaginative 
use of film techniques. Fantastic sets. 
(Roberts, 8:00p.m.) 

Wed. The Hill. Brutal story of an army 
jail. This film stars sean (James Bond) 
connery and he proves, surprisingly 
enough, that he can act. Made in ~965, 
directed by Sidney Lumet, and wmner 
of the Best Picture Award at the Cannes 
Film Festival. (stokes, 8:00 and 10:00 
p.m.) 
Any time changes will be posted on signs 

in stokes and in the dining hall. 

BMC Films 
on Thursday, October 16, the Bryn 

Mawr film series will present "Shang
hai Express'> at 7:30 and 9: 15 in the bio 
lecture room. This Josef Von Sternberg 
classic stars Marlene Dietrich. A story 
of Oriental intrigue, it set the pattern for 
many lessor copies. Academy Award for 
photography. 

Arroy Has Plans 
For Three Editions 

By Barbara Goode 

Literary endeavors of Bryn Mawr-Hav
erford students and faculty are being sought 
for this year's first issue of "Arroy.' ' 

"Arroy, which gets its name from a my
thical forest in King Arthur's tale, is the 
literary magazine published jointly by the 
students of both campuses. Consisting of 
prose, poetry, essays, short stories art 
work, and photography, Arroy will be dis
tributed shortly before Christmas vaca
tion. The deadline for submitting work, 
however is November 15. 

Cost of the magazine will be $1 per 
subscription. Arroy, which first appeared 
last year, was not well supported, leaving 
a $300 shortage in this year's budget. Each 
college is contributing $200 toward the mag
azine, but a $1 charge will still be necessary. 
Subscription blanks will be distributed 
sometime in October. 

Contributions may be deposited in a box 
at Rockefeller or given to any member of 
the staff, which includes Erika Delacorte, 
editor, David Banks, Phillip Green, Kris 
Meerdink, Carol Rollings, and Nancy Whit · 
tin g. 

Since more material is usually received 
than can be printed, editing decisions are 
made by the entire staff. Anyone is wel
come to attend the staff meetings which are 
held in Erdman, Tues. at 7 p.m. 

When asked about the changes in this 
year's edition, Miss Delacorte expressed · 
the staff's desire to publish three editions 
and to increase the number of pages in 
each. However, this will depend upon their 
financial status and the acceptance of the 
magazine. 

Season's Gift 
By Alexis Swan 

so they walked back together. She told 
him she was seventeen and pregnant. He 
said that that was all right, cause he didn't 
have too many aspirations right at the mo
ment. And she made tea on his stove while 
he stared out the window at the rain, and 
when she fell asleep across his bed, he 
sketched her young likeness in his book 
and called it 'Kathlee .' Their days passed 
and they never fished for words but startled 
each other sometimes by their perfect 
responses in mood and sympathy. She said 
• . • ,,.1 love this life inside me, he will 
grow up to be like you." And Rooter said: 
"Try not and let him know what I am not.Jl 
In Christmastime they went out, keeping 
each other close when the snow was dirty 
and the air tasting of cold pennies and 
Rooter said . . . . "What shall we get him 
for the season's gilt?' And she said, 
' 'A father." Rooter looked awayatth2hum
bled river flow~ng underneath the containing 
ice and thought he saw an urchin bending 
over the stream of his fumbling urine, 
rubbing his hands together in its spitting 
steam of waste, here not wasted. And he 
asked, "Will I do?" 

(to be continued) 
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Fords Beaten 44-0 at Muhlenberg 
As Manpower Shortage Takes Toll 

By Dave Sloane 

Haverford opened its football season last 
Saturday at Muhlenberg, and suffered a 44-0 
setback. Last year, the Red wave dropped 
the opener 32-6 to the Mules. Paradoxi
cally, this year's game was more exciting 
and Haverford's play was mo:re sophisicated 
and skillful than at the same stage last year. 

The Fords played an excellent first half, 
with quarterback Dave Parham moving the 
team extremely well thanks to a ,well 
executed aerial attack. The Mules, now 
1-1, moved the ball equally well on the 
ground, the only difference being that Muh
lenberg continued moving after reaching 
the Red Wave 20, while Haverford stalled 
after getting into the Mules' territory. 

The Fords kicked off, and when both 
offenses sputtered, punts were exchanged, 
Muhlenberg then inaugurated a successful 
rushing attack that culminated with a 22 
yard touchdown jaunt around right end 
by Mark Hastie. Hastie's job was m ade 
s impler by guard Bob Young, who threw 
a tremendous open field block to spring the 
halfback. Trygve Kleppinger kicked the 
extra point to make it 7-0. 

Later in the quarter, the Red Wave 
moved the ball well as Parham connected 
on his first three aerials and Donnie 
Evans provided some r ushing yardage. 
Muhlenberg stopped the drive though, 
when Haverford' s pass protection broke 
down, and Parham was thrown for big 
losses. 

Gains of 15 and 12 yards by Jim Rau 
set up the Mules second quarter touchdown. 
Quarterback Randy Uhrich scrambled 12 
yards for the score, and Kleppinger made. 
it 14-0. 

Bridge: 

Deceptive Bid 
Leads to South's 
Winning Contract 

WEST 
S- 8,7 
H- K,10,9,3 
D- 6,5 
C- K,J,4,3,2 

By Steve White 

NORTH 
S- A,K,5,4,2 
H- O,J,2 
D- 8,3,2 
C- 0,8 

SOUTH 
S- 6,3 

EAST 
S-O,J,10,9 
H-8,7,5 
D-7,4 
C-A,10,9,5 

H- A,6,4 
D- A,K,O,J,1 0,9 
C- 7,6 

Bidding: North East South 
2C 
3NT 

West 
Pass 
Pass 

1 S Pass 
2 S Pass 
Pass Pass 

South has a problem during the auction 
in today• s hand. When his partner opens 
1 s, he feels certain his side can make a 
game in some contract, but he doesn' t know 
which one. Four spades might be best, but 
his small doubleton casts doubt upon the 
t r ump strength, Five diamonds looks like 
a better chance, but 11 tricks is a tall or
der so, he considers three notr ump. He has 
seven sure tr icks ; surely his partner can 
provide two. Ther e is one drawback: the 
opponents are entitled to make the opening 
lead. If they take the first five t ricks in 
clubs, only eight tricks will be left for 
declarer's side. South's small doubleton 
will hardly be any protection if clubs are 
led, so no game contract can be cons id
ered certain. 

South' s normal r esponse is two diamonds. 
Since he doesn't know the best spot, he 
should describe his hand and hope to learn 
more about his partner's. When this hand 
was played, though, South came up with a 
better solution. Since 3 NT looked best un
less clubs were led, he bid 2 C. Over his 
partner' s 2 S rebid, he said 3 NT. 

Without any clues, West would certainly 
lead a club against 3 NT, hoping to estab
lish the suit. He suspected, though, that 
South had the ace and queen of clubs for 
his 2C bid. West would surely regret lead
ing into that combination. In gener al it is 
unwise to lead declarer's bid suits, and 
since hearts offered an alternative hope, 
West led the 'heart thr ee. Dummy' s queen 
won this trick, after which nine mor e win
ners were cashed. Declar er happily con
ceded the last three tricks. 

The Fords drove to the Mules' 23 later 
in the quarter before losing the ball on 
downs, but a fine defensive play by Hav
erford line-backer steve Gross stopped 
Muhlenberg's next penetration at the 50. 
Parham then passed to Doug Nichols and Ken 
Hicks to take the Fords inside the Mule 
25 once more, but again, Muhlenberg held. 
The home team led by 14-0 at the half, 
but the Fords seemed to be more than 
holding their own. 

Haverford continued to impress in the 
third quarter when freshman Charlie Cheek 
took off on a 28 yard run to the Muhlen
berg 29 shortly after the second half kick
off. However, Bruce Kilroy came up with 
the game's only interception, and ended 
Haverford's last serious scoring threat. 

A safety was the extent of Muhlenberg's 
third period scoring until Chris Farley ran 
22 yards for a touchdown with about a 
minute left in the period. The Mules finally 
broke the game wide open in the fourth 
quarter as Rau, Kleppinger, and Carl 
Goeringer ran for touchdowns. In what 
seemed to be a somewhat tactless lust for 
points, Muhlenberg called three time outs 
to insure the success of the final drive . 
By the fourth quarter, Haverford' s small 
squad had exhausted itself, and the Red 
wave was helpless against the endless line 
of fresh sutstitutes employed by the 57 
man Muhlenberg squad, 

Farley was the game's leading rusher, 
though he did not play in the first half. HE: 
gained 107 yards in five carries for one 
touchdown. Parham was -14- 26 in the air, 
hitting Bob Mong four times and Don 
Thomson, Art Baruffi, and Hicks twice 
e ach. Muhlenberg's passing attack was 
feeble and all 17 first downs were attained 
rushing. 

Tomorrow, the Fords take on Dickinson 
(1-0), who beat swarthmore -38-31 last 
week. Unlike Muhlenberg, Dickinson fea
tures a well balanced attack that depends 
largely on the arm of quarterback Joe 
Wilson. Senior Art Travlos is their chief 
rushing threat. 
H 0 0 0 0 ---- 0 
M 7 7 9 21 - -- -44 
Scoring 
Hastie - 22 yard run (Kleppinger PAT) 
Uhrich - 12 yard run (Kleppinger PAT) 
Safety 
Farley -- 22 yard run (Kleppinger PAT) 
Ray - 4 yard run (Kleppinger PAT) 
Kleppinger - 2 yard run (Kleppinger PAT) 
Goeringer - 6 yard run (Kleppinger PAT) 
Statistics of the Game 

First Downs 
Yards Rushing 
Yards Passing 
Return Yardage 
Pass ing 
Fumbles Lost 

Haverford 
11 
-4 

109 

Muhlenberg 
17 

384 

Punts 

111 
14-26-1 

32 
94 

Yards Penalized 

1 
9-26.6 

17 

5-14-0 
0 

5-34.0 
90 

"-----------------------~------------1 HERMAN'S USED FURNITURE 
35 E. Lancaster Ave. 

ARDMORE, PA. Ml 9-9758 
MON.-THURS. 10:30- 4:30 

FRI. & SAT. 'Til 6 
WE ALSO BUY 

J~+ Ml 2·1201 
6;.~~ . 
-._;___~ 

DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS 

ADAMS. 
30 W. Lancaster Ave. 
Ardmore, Pa. 19003 

Expert Televi s ion, Radio 
Tope Recorders • Hi·F i Repoirs 

se Games, Tight Races Prevail 
As lntramurals Enter Rainy Season 

· By Roger Easton 
washout was the word of thE! week for the 

Haverford soccer and football intramural 
leagues. All games of October 2 and Oc
tober 8 were cancelled, but the four games 
played between the showers resulted in 
some close battles. The end of the week 
found the Seniors still on top in soccer 
and the sophs again deadlocked with the 
Juniors in football. 

On the gridiron, the Juniors and Sopho
mores were the victors in the two games 
that could be played, and consequently in
creased their combined lead over the rest 
of the pack. Neither game was a laugher; 
the margin in each was only six points. 

The '71 team outscored a surprising 
Frosh. a team. which was short two 
players, 13-7. The upperclassmen jumped 
out to a quick lead, but couldn't hold it as 
the Rhinies scored on a pass from Terry 

Harriers Rout PMC 
But Bow to F&M 
In Season Opener 

By Chuck Durante 
Haverford's cross-country team won one 

and lost one in its first Saturday of compe
tition last weekend, routing PMC and, in 
turn, being decisively beaten by Franklin 
& Marshall. 

Host F&M, sending seven of the first 
eight finishers across the line, defeated 
Haverford, 17-46. · The winners were led by 
Josh Arnold, who completed the 4 1/ 2-mile 
course in 25:04, and who led a sweep of the 
first three places by the Diplomats. The 
first Ford was Glenn Hines, whose 25:36 
gave him fourth place. The other Haver 
ford runner among the top ten was seth Al-

. per, clocked in 26:29, Bill Purvis, Ken 
Brown, Mike Yacko, Curt Richardson, 
and Al Woodward took 11th thru 16th places 
with one F&M runner sandwiched in 13th: 
In 17th place, came the fir st PMC finisher. 
Haverford' s winning score a1~inst theca
dets was a s hutout 15-50. 

This week, the Fords take on Philadelphia 
Textile on Haverford's flat five- mile 
course. Woodward said, without qualifica 
tion, " We can beat them." The main ques
tion marks for Haverford are Hines• blis
ters, acquired early-this week, and Alper' s 
tight calves, which have hampered him all 
week. Yet. Jon Burns and Yacko have shown 
great improvement, and Haverford' s bal
ance may prove to be an important advant .,... 
age. 

Pledger to J~m McElwain, 8ee1Dg thea 
league lead m danger, the Juniors cam 
back on a 15-yard aerial from steve Mll~e 
to Tim Kunz. 1 

The other contest saw the Sophomore 
eight fight back from a 6-0 deficit to de. 
feat the Class of '70 team, 12-6. The game 
was wn by the defense, as the Sq~b 
backfield picked off four ot Jim Gorski's 
passes. The seniors scored their tally l 
the first time they had the ball. Thl I 
drive was capped by a 10 yard toss from 
Gorski to Peter Temple, 

The sophs were stalled on their first 
few drives on offense, but the oofense 
got them back in the game. Safety R~r 
Easton intercepted a pass intended for 
Dick Jarvis and returned it 15 yards lor a 
score. When the seniors had to punt 00 
the next series, Captain Gubby Csordashil 
Dave Finley on a 40 yard pass to put the 

sophs into the lead. The Seniors did not 
give up, and were moving the ball witb 
about two minutes to go, but cornerback 
Dave Finley intercepted a pass which haa 
been deflected by c sordas and returned !I 
to the five, enabling the Sophs to run oot 
the clock and set up a crucial game witb 
the Juniors on Oct. 9. 

In the soccer league, four gameshadro 
be cancelled due to the onslaught of rain I 
and the week's action was limited to two 
games. On Monday, October 61 the Seniors 
squeaked past the Freshmen, 4-3, and 

the Juniors took the Sophomores, 4·1. Jn 

the latter game, the Junior attack was over· 
whelming from all sides as four '71 play· 
ers, Hollis Hurd, Chris Scott, Mark Shaw, 
and Dave Thomas, each put one past Sq'JJ 
goalie Paul Whidden. 'The lone sophomore 
s core came as scott Kastner took a p:JSs 

from Irv Ackelsberg and drove // ~~ 

goalie Bob Schwartz. Late In the &'!Jlll1 

the sophomores mounted a threat, 1!11 in 
the ensuing melee, the ball was sentonto 
Lancaster Pike and disappeared luto an 
unidentified passing car. 

In the Frosh-Senior game, the upper· 1 

classmen were forced to come from ~d 
in the last three minutes. '!be Freshmen 
were ahead, 3-2, and it looked like the) 
had their revenge for their 2-2 tie witb 
the '70 team the previous week. BUt a 
goal with three minutes left locked the 
game at 3-3. In the last seconds, tbe 

seniors had a corner kick which passel 
in front of the goal mouth to the opposite 
side. With one second left, Arun na.s 
booted the ball into the far corner of tbe 

goal, giving the seniors their third win 
and boosting their lead to a full game over 
the Juniors. 

BRYN MAWR, PA. 
LA 7-1380 

SPECIALIZING IN STUDENT TRAVEL 

MAIN LINE TYPEWRITER CO. 
HOUSE OF TRADE NAMES 
All Mak es - N e w and Rebuil t 

Sales 
Service 

Rentals 
t I.B.M. 
e FACIT 
t OLYMPIA 
• s.c.M. 
t OLIVETTI 
e HERMES 
e REMINGTON 
t ROYAL 

FREE PICK-UP 
& DELIVERY 

608 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr 
- Opposite Acme Markt~t 

LA 5-0187 

LA 5-0188 
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Tigers Vanquish Fords in 7-0 Tilt; 
Red Wave, LaSalle 

Haverford's varsity soccer team suffered 
defeat at the hands of another strong Ivy 
League opponent, Princeton, at Haverford 
Wednesday. The Tigers (4-1) shut out the 
Red wave (0-2-1), 7-0 and joined Penn on 
the list of clubs the Fords will be most 
happy to forget about for a year. Steve 
Davidson, Peter Jeyl, and Russell Lynch 
each scored two goals for Princeton. 

Haverford actually played some of its 
best soccer of the young season during 
the first half when the Fords controlled the 
ball much of the time and kept the play 
mainly in the Princeton end. However, the 
Red Wave could not force areal scoring op
portunity. Meanwhile, the Tigers made good 
on their occasional forays into the Red wave 
zone. 

--Photo by Alan Matsuoka 

M Helme marks the ball carrier in soccer game with Princeton played here 
~ -Y· Fords ll)st, 7-0. 

Early in the first period, Davidson broke 
away on the left side and whistled a shot by 
Haverford goalie Ken Farshtey into the 
upper right hand corner of the goal. Mar
shall Rose was credited with an assist. 

Princeton picked up a second goal early 
in the second period as Rose converted a 
neat cross by Davidson. Davidson set up the 
play by beating Ford fullback Bob Reagan 
to the ball, ''dribbling'' to the left hand cor
ner, out-maneuvering Jim Taylor, and 
lobbing the pass to Rose to complete a great 
individual effort. 

Winning Norris Brothers Reach Final 
tn ECAC Net Doubles Tournament 

The Tigers met with much less resistance 
in the second half. Heyl scored twice in the 
third period, the first goal unassisted. Heyl 
he aded in the second goal after Davidson 
lofted a free kick in front of the net. 

By Fran Conroy 

~~t1er!ord tennis prospects were given an 
~onnoos, unexpected boost last weekend 
Jt!ll the Norris brothers, Ron and Ken, 
:Jyed sterling doubles in route to the finals 
j the Eastern Coast Athletic Conference 
;:aU college tourney at Rider College. 
Although Red Wave netmen have sported 

i;onble win-loss records over the past 
~0 seasons, not since 196 7, when J?ob 
Jdt, Doug Meikle jon, Bob Stern, and Dave 
Ixeen were all swinging Haverford rae
~ has the squad had a reputation for 
~ing"wlnners." 

1beNorrises were ""winners" lastweek
lld, li:spite their final round loss to the 
m seeded team )from tennis-happy 
o!S! stroodsburg State Teachers College 
.! !, 6 ·2). Following an opening round 
:)l, In the second round the brothers drew 
1 il!!ending tournament champions from 
'1«! Island University and stunned the 
::]1-seeltjd duo 7-5, 15-1 3. In the third 
rillnd !be No~rises dropped hometown fav-

l m~ Rider, 7-5,6-1. In the semi-finals 
~Y out-battled the current Middle Atlan

.:t Cooference doubles champions from 
;riJikl!n andMarshall 9-7, 16-14. 
Rill, a junior who has played varsityten-

::S since he was a freshman, was never, 
:1re steady with his blistering top -spin 
::rehands and never more over-powering 
lilh his serve. Ken, a freshman seeing his 
j~ collegiate action, showed outstanding 
mrnament concentration. He volleyed su
;irbly, lobbed well, and consistently split 
te middle o! the opposition court with top
~~ forehands and down-trajectory back
:<ld drives. 

100 most stirring tennis of the weekend 
7,1e at the end of the second round upset 
tRhode Island. Robbed of a possible 14-

1! ~rdict by an overtly poor line call at 
~Jce ot the twenty-sixth game, the Norris
::proceeded to whip off eight straight points 
:l finish the match, The gallery, who had 
:ormurect incredulously at the poor call, 
!;le forth comments like "The heavens are 
i:tting it to them (Rhode !~land)! " during the 
llll!'se of those last two games, "The gods 
~ happy," observed Red wave captain 
inn Cooroy to coach George Leute as the 
~ llOint was iced. 
\The match was also highlighted by Ken 
:0llls's f1rst topspin lob, "The Rhode Is-
41 guy was almost back to it " observed 
~mmate Taylor P:mcoast, ,;and then it 
:oJnced, He couldn't believe it. It shot 
ribt back to the fen ce.'' 

The most gratifying aspect of the F&M 
~st for the Norrises was they beat an 
. nemesis, F&M coach Glenn Miller, who 
:.as ~r~ce again up to his old tricks. Mil
<1 Pia""" 
l:<l '""his best two players, Doug Stein 
!lJr JOhn Gordon, in the doubles. ECAC 
,1 nament rules clearly state the team's 
.. ~PlaYer had to play singles. Miller 
', l"ed his number three player, John Wil
:~,lll the singles 

Bet • 
, ore the Haverford-F&M doubles 

t QJnter, Miller claimed of Wilson, "He 
;mY ID!mber one.'' He explained that Wil
~~ho lost to Haverford's #5 player last 
~ 2 'llhile Stein and Gordon were ~inni~g 
l!l SUm and #3, had played in califorma 

mer. 
I ' .. -.' 

After the match, Miller confided in this 
reporter, "Sure, Doug (Stein) is the better 
player. we had a #3 to #1 challenge early 
in the season. John (Wilson) won it. They 
were going to play again, but I said, 'Look, 
Doug wouldn't you rather play in the doub
les anyway?'" 

Both sets against F&M were very hotly 
contested. "It was hot out there, I'll tell 
you. I felt like fainting out there,' re
marked Ron. 

"The big thing was after we lost that big 
lead (5-1 in the first set), we came back ag
ain (to win 9-7),'7 Ron added. 

The brothers distributed the credit quite 
evenly in their post game analysis: "Ron, 
I never saw your serve better,'· Ken obser
ved. ''But I ended the sets both times with 
my serve.' J Ron: •tNice goin', Ken.'' 

Haverford's other entries in the ECAC 
tourney, won overall by Fairleigh-Dickin
son University, fared less well. Number 
1 singles entry Fran Conroy was outstead
ied by the former frosh champ of south 
Carolina now transferred to Brooklyn Col 
lege, 12-8. Number 2 entry Taylor Pan
coast, racked by chills and dizziness, was 
outrun by the St. Joseph's entry, 12-7. 

Basketball Tryouts 
Varsity and junior varsity basket

ball candidates should report for try
outs beginning Wednesday afternoon, 
october 15. The tryouts will be conduc
ted by coach Anthony Zanin. 

SOUNDEX 

Farshtey was hobbled by a leg injury, and 
was replaced after the fourth goal by Brian 
Baird who finished the game. The Tigers 
continued to press with Davidson beating 
Baird after taking a pass from Alan Steere. 

In the fourth quarter, Lynch scored twice 
with Gary Bragg and Tom Mueller picking up 

Football and Soccer 
Head Weekend Slate 

The Fords and Mawrters face another 
busy week with a full lineup of home games 
scheduled tomorrow. The gridders en
tertain Dickinson starting at 1:30 in the fea
ture event. 

Jimmy Mills soccer team will be looking 
to notch victory number one here, tomor
row, when Franklin & Marshall invades. 
Kickoff is at 2 p.m. In the morning (11:30) 
the yavee hosts Drexel. 

The cross country team entertains Tex
tile at 1:45 to complete the Saturday slate. 

On Wednesday, the jayvee soccer team 
takes on the Penn Frosh in an away game. 

on Tuesday, the Drexel coeds (pre
sumably) invade Bryn Mawr for a field 
hockey game beginning at 4 p.m. while on 
Thursday·, the Mawrters hostwestChester. 
Meanwhile, the Bryn Mawr volleyball team 
will be on the road for a Thursday night 
contest at Cheyney. 

ELECTRONICS CO. 
45 W. LANCASTER AYE. 

ARDMORE, PA. 
Midway 9-4151 

Sata & Sewtee 
Stereo & Hi-Fi Equipment- Radio -TV- Tape Recorders 

HATE DRIVING ALL OVER THE MAIN LINE? 
WHY NOT TRY 

THE ONE STOP SHOPPING OASIS 

THE BRYN MAWR 
page G-- biddle :~nini-znall 

THERE IS ALWAYS MAXIMUM PARKING 
AT THE MINI ~MALL 1038-40 W. LANCA~~E~ AVE. 

Open: 9- 5:30; Wed., 'ti19:00; Sat., til 5.00. 

in 1-1 Standoff 
assists. Lynch's goals were headers set up 
by the corner kicks of Bragg and Mueller. 

Haverford's play was generally erratic, 
with most of the brighter moments coming 
in the first half. Doug wendell and Jeff 
speller turned in good performances in the 
backfield while steve Jones and Bruce 
Hunter had the most success working up 
front. 

The Tigers' 7-0 whitewash matched their 
performance against Swarthmore whom they 
trounced by the same score earlier in the 
season. 

Haverford tied LaSalle last Saturday in the 
Fords' first away game this season. The 
score was 1-1. Jones scored the lone Red 
wave goal while Farshtey held the enemy 
at bay. ~aird sat out the game with an 
injury sustained against Penn. 

Jayvee Booters 
Whip Tigers, 4-0 

The jayvee soccer team opened its cam
paign with a 4-0 victory against Prince
ton here , Wednesday. Marc Brown scored 
three goals for a rare hat trick while 
goalie John Porm an shut out the Tiger fresh
men. Brant Richardson accounted for the 
Red Wave's fourth goal. 

Brown's flrst goal was a spectacular ef- . 
fort if not an artistic success. He slipped 
after taking the initial shot, but still managed 
to kick the rebound in. 

The Red wave backfield of Ben Heritage, 
Dave Hindenland, Dave Hofstein, Dick Shel
gren, and Ralph Strohl gave Forman all the 
help he needed in recording the shutout. 

,....... '""''III 

Friday, Oct. 31 • 7 PM 

Janis Joplin 
Joe cocker 
B. B. King 
Santana 

On Sale at Electric Factory, 220 1 
Arch • Glassman's Ticket Agency • 
Gimbe l 's Chell . & Center Ci ty • Wana
makers • All Sears Stores • Hassle 
Record Store, Sansom Village • Herb 
Auritt Men's Store, Castor & Cottman 
• Wee Three Record Shops, Plymouth 
Meeting Mall and Moorestown (N.J.) 
Mall • Mads Record Shop, 9 E. Lan-

.. caster. Ardmore • All TRS LocA 

1
1 .. \~·:.~~• 

Clip and Ma il to : Cokl' 
ELECTRIC FACTORY 
2201 Arch St .. Phila. 19103 
Informat ion: Phone LO 3-9284 
Enclosed is check or MO payable to 

Electr ic Factory for __ tickets @ 

$ ___ ea . totalling$ ___ _ 
for performances checked below: 
0 Fri .. Oct. 31 • 7 PM 
0 Sat. . Nov. I • 7 PM 
PLEASE PRINT 

Name -------

Address 

Ci ty _________ _ 

State & Zip ----- ---

Day Phone -------
Enclose se l f-addressed stamped env. 
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Vehement About Duck Pond: 

Landscape Planner McHarg Tours Haverford Campus 

_/ 

--Photo by Garrett Blanchet 

I an McHarg inspects a tree with Prof. Long of the religion department as part of his walking tour of Haverford campus. 

Questions Arise: 

H'f'ord Peace Brigade Forms Organization 
By Alex Hancock 

A Haverford version of Shanti sena, 
or the Indian Peace Brigade, is form
ing now O!) campus, but Haverford's 
group may be quite a bit different from 
the Indian organizations it models itself 
after. 

Students still must decide how closely 
-they want their center to resemble the 
original. Among the questions to be an
swered are, how much of a role should 
Haverford's Sena play in such activities 

as draft resistance and community work 
in Ardmore? Should members take an 
oath, such as the one most Indian mem
bers take? Should our group retain the 
rule which prohibits members from be
longing to a political party? 

In answer to the first question, Sociology 
Professor Paul Hare, Advisor for Haver
ford's Sena center, has put forth a tenta
tive plan. It would directly involve the 
group, or perhaps just a few members as 
interests dictate, in the Resistance move
ment, Ardmore Work projects, the grape 

Tentative SeH Gov Revisions 
Printed below is the present foreword to the Self _Gov constitution. Words and 

passages which have been changed in the proposed new foreword appear in italics. 
Every undergraduate student of Bryn Mawr is ipso facto a me mber of 

Students' Association for Self-Government. The charler of the Association, granted 
in 1892 by the Trustees of the College, places responsibility for the conduct of the 
students entirely in their own hands. Each member is responsible for seeing that the 
rules of the Association are obeyed. 

The rules themselves are made by the whole Association and suggestions for 
changes are always welcomed and carefully considered, for it is important that the 
rules should express, as far as possible, the will of the Association, and it is as such 
that each student is expected to give them her full support. 

In the social honor system, the Hall Presidents deal with all minor offences 
while the members of the Executive Board, who are elected annually by th e whole 
Association, deal with more serious cases. The academic honor system, formally 
adopted by the faculty and the administration in 1954, is under the administration 
of a board composed of both students and faculty. The Executive Board is -anxious 
that each student should understand the rules of th e Association and recognize her 
personal responsibility toward the community of which she becomes o1 part by 
entering Bryn Mawr. 

Printed below is the tentative. revisiOn of the foreword to the Self-Gov 
constitution. Changes and additions are indicated by italics. 

EvE!ry undergraduate student of Bryn Mawr is ipso facto a member of 
Students' Association for Self-Government. The charter of the Association , granted 
m 1892 by the Trustees of the College, places responsibility for the conduct of the 
students entirely in their own hands. 

In the social honor system, each member shares equal responsibility for seeing 
that the resolutions of the Association are understood and followed. In the social 
honor system the Hall Presidents work to promote an understanding of and 
compliance with the re_solutions of the Association. In cases of misunderstanding, 
the Hall Presidents serve as mediators between individuals and between an 
individual and the Executive Board of the Association. In the social honor system 
the Executive Board works to interpret th e resolutions of the constitution in /igh; 
of current issues and to direct continual fo cus on the responsibilities of each 
m ember of the Association. 

The resolutions of the social honor system are made by the whole Association 
and suggestions for changes are always welcomed; for it is important that th~ 
resolutions should express, as far as possible, the will of the Association, and it is 
AS SUCH that each student is expected to give them her full consideration. 

In the academic honor system formally adopted by the faculty and the 
administration in 1954, the integrity of academic work is a responsibility of 
students. In the academic honor system, an Honor Board, composed of students 
and faculty, assumes joint responsibility for the arbitration of infringements. Each 
student is expected to be familiar with the academic rules and is 011 her honor to 
carry them out at all tillles. Each student is not only responsible for her own honor, 
but is urged to assume responsibility for th e integrity of others. 

boycott, training ses.<:ions for specific 
demonstrations, and other activities. 

Sub Group 

"We'll probably set up a sub group for 
each area,'· said Hare. "Occasionally this 
sub-group would call on all the other 
members to join in some specific project 
or demonstration." 

Some me mbers will also consider aca · 
demic aspects of the movement. "We' re 
hoping to set up library displays, with per 
haps part of a room set off for a large 
display," said Hare. "We'll also make 
a lot of reading material available. 

"I would also like to see some members 
become involved in such things as the panel 
discussions on violence and aggres s ion 
that will be held here in a few weeks.' ' 

Narayan Desai, secretary of the Shanti 
Sena, who has been at Haverford for the 
past two weeks as a Phillips Vis itor in 
Sociology, had some suggestions. "Don' t 
just make your center a direct copy of some 
of India's. Each center has its own by
laws, and you should make your's according 
to your own needs and feelings. 

Oath Taking 

11If you want to have an oath, go ahead. nut 
if some members, such as the Quakers, 
cannot take an oath, then don't have one. 
Many people in India who belong to the 
Sena, including a woman who is a national 
Sena leader, have not taken the oath." 

Desai also recommended the group decide 
for itself whether or not to allow members to 
belong to political parties. 1 'In India we 
see a need to have this rule. Here you 
may not, and if you don' t think you do 
then don't have it. " ' 

He agreed that the center s hould become 
involved in such activities as the anti
war movement. ''You certainly cannot be 
aloof from things like the Moratorium next 
week," he said. 

Immediate plans call for some members 
of Haverford's Sena center to help with the 
Morator ium's daytime activities such as 
leafletting and canvassing. Others hope 
to serve as parade l eaders for the Novem
ber 15 march. still others will concern 
themselves with " non-violent defens e of 
the campus," which according to one mem -
ber includes the prevention of vandalism 
"wit?out the use of security guards, barb
ed w1re, and electric fences." 

The group will probably meet as a 
whole once a week. Any and all s tudents 
are more than welcome to join and at this 
time should contact Mr. Hare 'if they wish 
to do s o. 

By Jonathan Tumin 

Ian McHarg, P r ofessor of La d . . n scape 
Architecture and Regwnal Planning t 
University of Penn, conducted a gr a the 
Haverford administr ation, faculty, an~up of 

dents on an "ecological tour•J of th.e Hstu. 
erford campus last Tuesday. McHa av. 
· t ti II rg ~ m erna ona y renowned as a lands 
planner. ~pe 

The Administrative Advisory Com Itt 
(AAC), which makes recommendat1·m ee ons to 
the faculty regarding " the principle 
physical use of the campus,'' inv!tt'<l ~c~ 
Harg to lead the tour. Professor JOOii 

Ashmead, chairman of the AAc, led Me. 
Harg and about 35 other s along the nature 
walk of the college. The purpose of lh 
walk was to familiarize McHarg wtt:h Hav~ 
erford and to encourage others to acquaint 
thems elves with ecological aspects of lhe 
campus. 

Ardmore Coalition Involved 

The Ardmore Co:J.lition land grant COII

t~o~ers~ is also involved in McHarg's 
v1s1t, smce the AAC is currently search· 
ing out the opinions of experts, students, 
faculty and Ar dmore community members 
on how college land can be used most 1 

efficiently. 
Ashmead expressed his hope that after 

additional visits McHarg will be able to 
make some suggestions as to possibleloca. 
tions for buildings that are being planned 
including a dormitory, fine arts center' 
and gym. ' 

During the two hour tour, McHarg made 
a number of specific suggestions for use 
of parts of the campus. He cited the wooded 
area across the Haverford Road as an 
excellent location for botanical and ecolo
gical studies, since it is the only "native 
forest" part of the campus. Part of this 
land is now leased to a local golf course, 

McHarg asked whether dormitories could 
be built as one or two-story dwellings, 
reducing the cost. 

Artistic Separat ion Needed 

The terracing of the playing fields was 
"very poor", according to McHarg, He 

said that greater and mor e artistic se\ll'l
tion between fields was needed. 

McHarg was particularly vehement in 
his criticism of the duck pond. "The coo· 
c r e te edges and fence destroy the most 
important and enjoyable aspect ofland and 
water - the point where they meet,' ' said 
McHarg. ''If you cannot sit on the ground 
at the water's edge," he continued, "you 
los e the whole purpose of it". 

Althoug-h he r efused to draw any solid 
conclusions about Haverford and land use 
afte r the tour, McHarg did say, " Haverford 
has a good deal of land (220 acres), and 
must take into account projected growth 
figures for the surrounding area when 
making its plans ." 

Professor Ashmead, who had added his· 
torical comments to McHarg's ecological 
observations throughout the walk, stated 
that ' 'the Administrative Advisory Commit
tee wants to look for solutions to land use 
problems tha t everyone can really enjoy." 

The committee hopes to obtain the advice 
of other planning experts in the months to 
come. 

· p.nderson 
--Photo by T . Robbie 

Carleton Mabee Pulitzer prize-winning 
historian at the 'state University of New 

· ht on York Paltz spoke in Stokes Wed. 019 . 
"Nonviol~nce a n d Black Libet'atron 
Movements." 


